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house of Crows

because I fed you this reality
undercooked
through so many and such meager flowers of evil
through this absurd flight at swamp-level
ego I absolve you of me
my son the labyrinth

it is neither your fault
nor mine
my poor little one
for whom I made this impeccable portrait
forcing darkness from the day
honeyed eyelids
and constellated cheek
barred from any touch
and the most beautiful distance
of your body

your nausea is mine
which you inherited like fish inherit
suffocation 
and the color of your eyes
is also the color of my blindness
under which shadows weave
shadows and temptations
and the footprint of your archangelic 
narrow heel 
just passing in the half-opened window
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is also mine 
and ours
forever 
the strange music
of the swaying heavens

now lion cub
incarnation of my love
you play with my bones
and you hide within your beauty
blind deaf damned
almost satiated and free
with your blood that no longer leaves space
for nothing and no one

here you have me as always
ready for the surprise
of your steps
for all the springtime you create
and destroy
for stretching myself -infinite nothing-
around the world
grass ash plague fire
for what you want for one of those looks
that illuminate my ruin

because that’s how this love goes
that no one understands
and no one can
you drink the philter and fall asleep
in that abyss full of yourself
music you can’t see
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spoken colors
long explained to silence
mixed as dreams are mixed
even the torpid grey
that is awakening
in the great palm of god
bald spot bare without end
and there you find yourself
alone and lost in your soul
with no other obstacle than your body
with no other door than your body

well this love
one and the same
with so many names
that answers to no one
and you look at me
as though I am unrecognizable
your leaving
how does the light of this world persist
without promises
and again this meadow
this meadow of black fire abandoned
again this empty house
of my body
to which you will never return
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uNdated

        For Kafka

Enough reasons, enough reasons to keep putting 
       one foot in front of the other.
Beneath them, neither bigger nor smaller, the
    inevitable shadow that runs ahead and turns the corner,
     groping.

Enough reasons, enough reasons to rehash,
      to pine, to unravel.
Enough reasons to look out the window. To watch
 one hand count the fingers of the other in the dark.

Powerful reasons before and after. Powerful reasons
       during.
The rusty razor is the limit.
Lasciate ogni speranza voi ch’entrate.
There’s no going back to anywhere. And the crooked law confirms it
 in the air completely stiff, like a cadaver.
And there are others.
Pale, startled, a little nauseated.
Mysterious, obscene gurgle of the belly that sings of what
       it knows not.
Light on the full body, like a door slamming. Inside and out.
       No one knows where.

And others, do they exist?
Infinite as to doubt, evident as to suspicion.
Let yourself be carried against the current, like a dog.
Learn to walk on the rotting beam.
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On the balls of your feet. On shadow itself.
Neither bigger nor smaller.

One, two, one, two, one, two, one.
One back, one forward.
Against the wall, face down, in a corner.
Trembling, with a livid resplendence underfoot, neither
         bigger nor smaller than.
Maybe, maybe a stagnant eternity that some innocent
 soul confused with its own excrement.

Malodorous reasons at the mouth of the tunnel.
And at the exit.
In the end, as many reasons as there are necks.

Defend against the fire with an ax. Against the devil with
          an ax, against god with an ax.
Against the spirit and the flesh with an ax.

There will be no witnesses.
We have been warned that even heaven is mute.

At most it will be written, will be erased. Will be forgotten.
And there will no longer be enough reasons to place again
           one foot and then the other.
However, under them, neither bigger nor smaller,
   the inescapable shadow will go forth.
And it will turn the same corner. Groping.
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death sees the bride

the icy thumb
lifts the eyelid
and drips a drop of darkness 

night enlarges
and each eyelid
a brown crescent moon

the air veils
the stench of life
leaving the trace intact

shining with another light
hair and lip
the sea is silent in your ear

and now the whole body
free of its old shadows
lies flat for a final love
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aNatomy lessoN

beyond pleasure and pain the flesh
inscrutable
babbling a language of shadow and misty
colors

flesh converted to landscape
in earth in truce in occurrence
in unexpected bread and in honey
in urine in milk in burning suspicion
in ocean
in punished animal
in evidence and oblivion

seeing the flesh so closed off and distant
I wonder
what’s happening there with life simulating

a hair sometimes so close
that the eye strays toward its density
the silent hinges giving way
watering the sunflower
and that other unexplored frond
where touch confuses
day for night

beautiful fresh death in the middle of the bed
where mutilated limbs sprout
while the tongue rotates like a star
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flesh-eating flower of flesh
between coal teeth 

ah the sweet hoarse laboured voice of
love
satiating satiating savoring the blind
mouthful

the fragile little bones of love picked clean
that fiasco that hunger
that future sorrow
like the sky from a cage

the earth turns
the flesh abides
the landscape changes
the hours wilt

the same river that comes and goes
tedious mirror with the same played out moon of
gesso
that puffs up to fill the horizon
with its grungy pallor

the beasts of love maraud in that ruin
love’s gangrene flourishes
the springy pliers still shake
the deep folds throb

kingdom of nacreous suckers
ossuary of minimal birds
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spring of soft acrid worms
like maternal bile

beyond pleasure and pain
the dark lineage
the red prestige
the mortal victory of the flesh
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assumptioNs

desire is a place to be abandoned
truth disappears in light
run-see-tell
 
the voice of desire is so shrill
it’s impossible to hear
the voice of truth so quiet
it’s impossible to hear
 
the heat of the fire is gone
plaster breast
stone belly
eyes of stagnant water
that you are
 
I kneel and in your name
I count the fingers on my right hand
which writes you 
 
I cling to you
your meat hook rips me apart
splits me like a carcass top to bottom 

and these freshly counted fingers
cross you in the air and touch you
 
and you ring ring ring
great clapper
in the sacred hollow of my skull
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fiNal sCeNe

I’ve left the door ajar
I’m an animal unresigned to death

eternity is the dark hinge that gives way
a little bit of night noise from the flesh

I’m the floating island supported by death
or a city ferociously hemmed in by life

or maybe I’m nothing
only insomnia
and the shimmering indifference of the cosmos

desolate destiny
inexorable the sun of the living rises
I recognize that door
there is no other

spring frost
and a thorn of blood
in the eye of the rose



taNella boNi
“at these gates of the thousaNd 

sileNCes”
“to leave or to iNitiate a vital 

braNChiNg”
“they’ve left their CouNtries”
“they doN’t kNow the throes of 

the sea”
“iN the mud where the impriNts”
“the sileNCe is perChed”

traNslated by todd fredsoN
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At these gates of the thousand silences
Hell’s amputees
Remember their previous lives
In life’s hard alleyways

At every step restraining themselves
Walking the rocky path of silence
Gazes lost optimistically to the horizon
They address the unrepentant predators
Through letters of labor
Written from the sweat of their brows

Who can destroy a dream
That never crumbles
Or burn memories
That always rise from the ashes
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To leave or to initiate a vital branching
But the sedentary riveted in place
Do not hear this subtle melody
As they gather the world’s money

Leaving in spite of the rain and the darkness
Heeding the horizon’s call
Despite the batons and the laws

Like an insect astray
On the surface of desert dunes
Giving life to a movement taking shape
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They’ve left their countries
Hearts on their sleeves
And their blistering skin
Maintains
An indecipherable silence
Pressed against the windows
Of this grand illusion
Where the self-righteous
Cheer them with open arms

They’ve left their countries
On tiptoes
Countries where the cats
Grit their teeth
Against the din of disaster
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They don’t know the throes of the sea
When night is so thick
When doors and windows
Disappear from the dimming horizon

It’s a plop a simple backsplash of water
Without features without regard
It’s believed that this human weight is no more than that of an idea
Anonymous thousands swallowed by the sea

Violent streams whisk the bodies
Away from the heaven of interminable debates
Among the borders and the barbed wire
That bloom unabated
At the edge of the world
Where the dug-outs sleep in wrecks

They are your own people disoriented by the waves
May you never forget them
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In the mud where the imprints
Of these ephemeral lives’
Hesitant steps
Harden
There is still nothing but pride
Out around that oasis
The freshness of rare hibiscus
A place of sand and of roses

They don’t want to hear
That at the end of their tireless march
Human hearts disappear
In order to let the empire of laws run its course
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The silence is perched
On mustaches
As if men
Had lost
The right way of seeing things

These things are never
Simple things
The human relationship
And the breath of love
And the time that passes
So slowly
With its stars laid
At the edge of the precipices
They have left their countries



visar Zhiti
we the brothers of CaiN aNd abel
makiNg time
the staCk of masks has vaNished
everythiNg that waits for me

traNslated by aNi gjika
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we the brothers of CaiN aNd abel

Our night  — Cain. 
Abel — our day. 

How they care for the murderer! (maximum
security measures, in undisclosed directions), police, 
cameras, holding him by the hand the way they never cared
  for the one who would be murdered. 
If only so much attention 
had been given to a human being instead
before he’d fall
  on the deceitful indifference of the pavement. Dusk
won’t come, it avoids blood spills. And what does one need
stars for? They’re wounds just the same. Interrupted
   life trembles. Agony
searches for the water’s eye and the barrel of the gun appears instead
  like the eye of fire, like the closed eye of the world. 

Again, you were the murderer, Cain of the night
and in the morning you noticed you were also the murdered one
  your body splayed out like Abel’s, little brother. 

Crime is never beautiful,
no matter what the media makes of the criminal. 
A sacred punishment awaits. But why is this in the devils’ hands? 
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makiNg time

I want to expand time within myself 
but it’s as if my hands are tied
  to time’s nuisance. 

All the memories traced walking on the grass,
is it true I walked before I arrived? I’ve rummaged

among the ruins of speculation with a horseshoe-sliver of dusk. 
This is not about writing poetry after having not lived, but bearing
life through language. I’ve owned so many treasure troves
filled with fear and no other wealth. Still,
I did my time, but
I leave my testament blank
so that unlike a shadow, it won’t block a thing. Gather

 all shadows
  like leaves, like testaments, 
like the bandages of old legend wounds
   not yet formed. 

I’m not comparing time 
to running water the way the ancient Greeks would,
     but to blood. 
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the staCk of masks has vaNished

Masks
fall.

And the surrounding air
top
to bottom
fills with masks, whirling
as in an absurd dance,
                               eyeless.
Masks tumble
making the lively noise
            of birds when the shotgun
claims them.

Trickles of blood,
trickles of guilt-sweat
dissecting bare faces.
Out came bits of skulls, 
                          void,
jaws of hate,
evil teeth...

...masks at once
filled city squares
like the ruins of a fake pantheon.
Faces shivered,

paled and fainted,
               suffocated,
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they couldn’t stand this peeling off,
this being exposed
in front of the massive stack
                 of masks.
Claws swept in,
rummaging for masks
they needed after an earthquake
        that doesn’t destroy you,
another mask, a different kind,
that doesn’t consume you,
a mask of innocence,
of authority
a martyr’s mask,
the persecuted one’s,
a satyr’s mask,
a dissident’s,
a mask for the devout,
a poet’s mask,
they covered up
the skull’s vanity holes
filled the jaws of hate,
the sweetened looks
like cups of coffee
         with too much sugar
and the stack of masks vanished,
the road cleared.

People,
you can pass through here again.
You’re free to meet anyone,
except yourself.
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Lushnjë, Albania, near midnight,
some time in the last century…
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everythiNg that waits for me

How many more things 
have I yet to finish, God —
a lifetime isn’t enough.
I need a whole forest when
I don’t even have a single tree to plant.
I need a street to walk on
when I, sadly, have already arrived. 

I need to form
my own face
with your hands
but you’re not around. 
I need to rest
when I’ve not done a thing. 

When I’m gone, I would like a smile
to linger in the air, just one,
but we don’t know how to read
air’s memory. 



mohab Nasr
aNdira
Not stoppiNg talkiNg
the slow traiN
state of the poets
a romaNCe

traNslated by robiN moger
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aNdira

her thin face a boat
on either side at rest
two oars are listening
to a wave
to a screw turn on a distant ship
to a hand grip in a fish’s gills
and hold it to the sun

a boat, sunk in the sand
like someone thinking
like some impression left
its salt on peeling paint
like a song on a violin’s
frayed strings

—Andira—
         calls a voice, and others
call from the dune: a crew
which picks up the refrain,
        An—
—dira
           calls
a crew in an inn
in an inn in a film
in a film Andira’s watching now
in her ears the sound
of a wave coming in
from somewhere
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Not stoppiNg talkiNg

Always she wanted to
And always beside him

Walking nodding, hand
Clenching and unclenching, him
Not stopping talking.

She wanted to
As he turned the key
And trod the cold hall’s tiles,
Searching for his pack of cigarettes,
Moving his lips through the smoke:
Let’s talk.

Yes, she wanted to
As he looked at her
As though to a past he passed
Beyond her to, to lands
With wings, and thoughts
With legs and headless.
He would sign at her:
Look, shouldn’t we discuss this, too?
Then not stop talking.

O she wanted to, her hand,
Clenching and unclenching,
Hearing him.
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Now she was slapping him,
At last she was slapping him,
Was slapping him and was cursing him,
And he was all, My God!
And his tongue had all burned up
Between her thighs.
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the slow tram

I want to go away but
In this slow tram
In the head which leans
On the window
Outward without
Looking out at anything
In the walls which pass
Spotted with blood
In the iron which hums
Between rock and rails
In the hand
That seeks
A pole to hold
The half-shuttered
Body balanced
In the secrets
In the paper lain there
Like a waking
Dream at the end of the world
I want to go away
And slow time
With me
Like an oil rag
I want to go away
Like the life of a labourer
Begging a cigarette
Before he leaps
Waving to no one like
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The window in that building
Passing like
In a dream
I want to go away
Like a prisoner walking a final time
Through faces and shoulders
Down that passage
Railed with bars
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state of the poets

In my country there are sidewalks set aside for the poets:

‘Good day to you.’
‘Good day!’

An ideal life. From time to time, a child will make it by some miracle across the street and clutch 
at a poet’s sleeve:

‘Take me with you!’

We have no children but we are fathers to all. The state knows this. Its employees as well, who say,

‘Let the children tug at your sleeves.’

Sometimes we revolt. This is absolutely necessary because there is injustice, a terrible and very sad 
injustice, and we must talk about injustice, about man and injustice, about the state and injustice, 
about poverty— How awful it is! But in symbols. No, sometimes we crush the symbols underfoot, 
are clear as dirt.

Sometimes we uproot paving slabs from the sidewalk and make a terrific noise. Sometimes we 
threaten. What in the name of God does poetry even mean if it doesn’t threaten? Sadly my 
countrymen do not grasp this, because they threaten, too, but differently. We do not understand 
them and they do not understand us. They are our children, all said and done, but they are dumb 
and they are sly. And they are poets, too, but in a way that turns the stomach. They are poets 
in drag who turn what we are into a joke. They are cowards and opportunists, poets who have 
corrupted the language irredeemably. Though the state is powerless to pursue them. The state? 
The state is also a poet. Its employees are virtuosic poets. Government documents are imagery. 
The soldiers kill behind poems heaped in mounds. God in my country is a poet who weeps and 
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beats as he weeps. My country? It is a poem which cannot be translated. You will never be able 
to control it. You can only recite it. This is terrifying, no? Though the real terror is to write it out 
new, from the beginning.
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a romaNCe

In sleep
I hear a purl
like water like
a thing like water like
the idea of us, you and I
bare naked
our happiness in silence
running downhill near
and never looking back



tereZa riedlbauChová
“days spill iNto”
two states of the soul
“iN the park iN asNières”
NormaNdy
“the gardeN i weNt to”

traNslated by stephaN delbos
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Days spill into shattering
their plummet cannot be caught
fragments, details, snippets of words
their edges and curves
futility and vanity
the ability to extract every color from white
underlined in black
from birth to death
desolation deepens
and our bodies made of cracks
are leaking from all sides 
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two states of the soul 

I threw back the curtain
behind it figures entwined
biting into each other
desiring to break loose
their grimaces
a sneer a roar a rage

I threw back the curtain a second time
behind it a quiet winter landscape
a firmly rooted tree
branches lifted to heaven
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In the park in Asnières there are strangely shortened trees
flower beds full of flowers and children
a colorful carousel with a horse on the roof
otherwise nothing

In the park in Asnières a little black girl furiously honks a toy car
and another shoves a ball in a bag
first the bag falls, then the ball, then the little girl
otherwise nothing

In the park in Asnières there is so much sunlight
grandmothers and grandfathers bask in it
a boy on a scooter passes a boy on bike
otherwise nothing

In the park in Asnières chansons and rap blare
the guards chat lazily in their shack
people laugh and play
And – otherwise nothing
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NormaNdy

The masts of anchored ships strike each other
and look back nervously toward the sea
In the fancy bar with plates
oysters graze the esophagus and plunge down
The dismembered wings of the Phoenix shine
in the middle of a purely luminous body

Ringing from the masts
and ringing from inside the shells
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The garden I went to was lofty
and there were flowers with unknown colors
and unknown fragrances

Along the way I lost my hat
I lost my overcoat
and shoes
now I am standing on the rough road barefoot
wind caresses my hair
the sky embraces my body
I converse with stars and birds
they do not disturb my dreams
their speech is intelligible
and without the cruelty of human speech

The garden I went to was lofty
and locked inside remained flowers with unknown colors
and unknown fragrances



max jaCob
hoNor of the sardaNa aNd the teNora  
to m. modigliaNi to prove to him i am a poet
past aNd preseNt
CoNCerNiNg derisioNs aNd

misprisoNs of moNsieur x...
mooN effeCt

traNslated by alexaNder diCkow
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hoNor of the sardaNa aNd the teNora

 dedicated to Picasso

Sea is the Aegean passing Alicante.
Ah! some have annuities, why can’t I?
Mountains keep sea and city safe from harm.
The walls display Castille’s coat of arms;
The churches are square, the houses as well.
Thank you’s the tale the people’s faces tell.
They’re Romans from the Opéra-Comique
If ever togas could be comical.
The blue of carneys’ blue ties sticking out.
Were prunes the shade of unripe olives, then
why they’d be prunes, all these severe old men,  
These old men are too thin; too fat, these young louts!
The gypsies go to cinematographs
Future goatskin kids have necks just like giraffes
Phrygian Catalans were selling snails  
Upon the tartans curled and curved their sails
While their oars were all the hooves of horses.
Who wants squid or octopus or rascasse?
The fish have teeth, they wear glasses or masks
And all the roofs on Caiman Square are terraced 
Like the awnings, balconies and all the rest
Few flowers at market, but lots of cherries 
As in Venice the muddled balconies
The awnings look like nighties.
The tower of Pisa’s a rosebush like these.
Spanish cuisine does smell a bit like hay
But then, the dining room was truly Maurish
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If you have never been to Spain
Then towns in countryside you can’t explain.
They’re chocolate colored, or coffee, or
Perhaps they’re white among mountains of ore.
If you have never been to Spain
-- Alfred de Musset said it all! --
You’ve never really seen a wall
A convent wall that has a porte-cochère
In front and in back, there’s plenty to spare
Arches here beneath the roofs, arches there
Upon the road. By day the city’s bare.
A lot of people here polish shoes.
They hold your foot as they juggle the brush.
Even so the twice-truncated
Citadel by church turrets is dominated.
It seems the fortress has canons enough
To guard the road upon a certain bluff.
In leather helmets soldiers bold and bluff
Drink at eighteen cafés, play cards and bluff
 Mother and daughter
Wave fans. Two moustaches show their luster.
 The mother wears black. 
Excepting cafés as trade union centers,
Where many working men wear overalls 
Demons of the Sun reign over all
So they had closed the shutters up with care.

For the rest of my life I will remember the musical instrument which bears the name “Tenora”; it’s long 
like a clarinet and would hold its own, according to one musician, against forty trombones. It has a 
dry sound like that of the bagpipes. I heard the “Tenora” in Figueras, a city in Catalan, in a little band 
on the public square. The band was composed of a cello, a cornet, brass instruments, and a flute that 
played brief and charming soli. They would dance the sardana, and before each dance the band would 
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play a long introduction in a grandiloquent manner. The “Tenora”’s announcement was supported 
by the other instruments, packed tightly beside each other. It is the musicians of the city who compose 
this admirable music; their names are unknown in France with the exception of the Pathé Brothers. 
These phonograph-makers spare no sacrifice when it comes to, etc... After the introduction, the rhythm 
of the dance begins; this rhythm has such solidity that I don’t believe any more could be wished for: 
a polka rhythm punctuated by sudden silences and long flourishes. In the music of the sardana there 
are flare-ups reminiscent of splendor. The sardana is danced in a circle, arms in wreaths and nearly 
immobile, except during the flare-ups. You will gaze at the dancers’ tensed feet performing graceful 
grimaces. In the center of the circle, there is another circle and, in the middle of that one, yet another; 
and the movements of these circles are the same, but do not coincide, because each circle’s leader has a 
different feeling for the music. There were several circling roses on the paving-stones of Figueras’ square 
that evening.

Sardana! you are like a rose
And the young girls are all dressed in rose.
Only the houses are not dancing
Why not? it leaves us wondering.

The music’s brought a tear to the eye
To innocent music the heart swells
Just as the circle’s sober mood runs high
Sing! Sing! Sing! the tenoras and the bells.

The people were like the waves of the seas    
If the seas were a spinning rose at night   
If the night were rose, if rose were the seas
And if the seas themselves were like green trees. 

Oh servants’ daughters, lowly muleteers
Bow and exchange those loving looks and cheers
Over your arms cast up like chandeliers!
And God, upon you from the trees he peers
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And from the eyes of shops, and from the sea.
The tenora split the night’s dust, its blast
Nasal, as though with shards of glass
Nobly the dance would trill with gaily braided feet.

Each instrument was cradled by the waist
And through a rent it tore in the music, the tenora raced.

Just as a specter in a tragedy
Will rarely pass, and pass by like a planet
The tenora, this dry and nasal trumpet
Sounds so rarely, for brief sardanas only.

The girls have bedtime at an early hour
The men will find the bar at happy hour
For these musicians’ pay is by the hour
Forty pesetas for this happy hour.

A boy complained no-one can dance these days.
A girl was scratching her leg near her slipper
Near the end, fine ladies and gentlemen proper
All dance hand in hand as each left foot sways.

Lady in mourning, dance you must.
Into a little girl’s eye flies the dust.
She runs away to hide behind a lamp
Her mother’s waiting where the mothers camp.
 
Although she suffers, she will smile for a 
Sound so seductive, the ardent tenora.
Houses flew the colors of Catalan as   
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Long as the rose shook, the rose of sardanas.

The yellow and red’s colliding ideas
Allied to chromatic allioideaes,
Tenora, how your spirits make me tipsy 
Snuffed out just like a candle’s wispy
Flame, my life contains your memory.

They say the Emperor once passed here    
That in the wells his soldiers still appear.
They danced sardanas as they played the part   
Of conquerors: asleep behind these porches, geraniums and pilasters
They woke no more a dagger through the heart.
Like a planet the dry tenora has departed. 

Farewell, tenora and sardana! Farewell, sardana and tenora
Tomorrow, for thus the stars command
Tomorrow for thus the czars condemn
Me to be far from here at daybreak
Tomorrow near this monastery’s garden
The people’s smile will keep their prayers hidden  
And I will give thanks for your sake!
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to m. modigliaNi to prove to him i am a poet

A cloud is intercontinental mail
Syllabary of exile that Seas fail,
Seas Hell condemned to beat themselves and wail,
Fail to spell upon the polish of space.
The black peaks fall asleep upon the place
Where God cut furrows to hide mankind
Unable to read the cloud’s passing face
It knows no better what its hand may find
Yet sometimes when the wind would chase
It, it will cast its iron heel behind.
As a child I was gifted and the sky
Would then parade my charming reverie
Eclipsing pennants of reality.
In the middle my friends to angels nigh,
I knew not who I was, and wrote a bit.
Instead of a wife it was God I met
This unknowable company
Who stitches my embroidery.
He is calm, he is gaiety 
And he provides security
To celebrate his mystery
He’s named me his secretary
Now, in the night I decipher
His page with many a cipher
Of his sole hand itself the writ
Deposited in my spirit  
In the air’s aquarium live nosy demons
Who cave in the cloud to steal our secret within.
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past aNd preseNt

Poet and tenor
Banner to the fore
I sing of death’s door.

Poet kettle drum
Native to Epsom
I sing love’s ransom.

Poet and seafarer
Pour me some liquor
Pour me some more! I relate
The seaweed’s secret.

Poet repentant
Christ my availment
Now I am silent.
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CoNCerNiNg derisioNs aNd misprisioNs of moNsieur x… 

Let them tell your tale, oh Zenobia !
Drawing puppets on satin in pastels
With grilled chestnuts playing marbles, this be a:
Pasttime made to fill my every evening.
No! never, crowned with tokens of presence
Giving my peplum grace and sprezzatura,
I shall not breed the muse in live culture,
Knowing, Sirs, your system of precedence!
To the laurelled oak, we’ll prefer the fern
Which is of excessive independence 
Let us dig for the grand electrical 
And spurn the masses when they’re critical.
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mooN effeCt

Stems of pimpernel !
Some insect in the big top of the pimpernel.
And the woodsman of these cathedrals
Falling head first, and crawling or climbing
Sees the moon through the fork’s horizontals.
At ends of roads of bells of pimpernel
He sees your disk, oh moon ! moon, falcon’s eye,
The superb moon and weaver of honey.
The superb moon overflows the sky,
The moon, bird’s eye and home to fauns,
Queen of flora, queen of fauna,
The superb moon overflows the sky.
But it is on its guard, oh moon,
For tonight you preside upon your court
At the party thrown by the mirror of the pond,
The pond the color of pimpernel.
Ah ! the turnip leaves, the stems of pimpernel !



from the kojiki
birthiNg the world

retold by jeffrey aNgles aNd hiromi itō
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At the beginning of the world, the god Izanagi and the goddess Izanami, who were both brother 
and sister, husband and wife, stood in the High Field of Heaven and used their jeweled spears to 
stir the primordial swirl of water below. As they pulled their spears back up, drops of salty water 
fell from them and congealed to became islands, and thus the earth was formed.

The couple descended to earth and began to propagate.

The couple had sex, and Izanami gave birth.

Izanami gave birth to a malformed lump that was set adrift on the water.

The couple had sex, and once again, Izanami gave birth.

Izanami gave birth to an ugly island.

The couple had sex, and once again, Izanami gave birth.

Izanami gave birth to an island filled with beauty.

And the couple kept having sex, and Izanami kept giving birth.

Izanami gave birth to another island.

Izanami gave birth to another island.

Izanami gave birth to a fourth, a fifth, a sixth, a seventh and an eighth island.
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Izanami continued to have sex with Izanagi and gave birth over and over, the islands flowing from 
her loins like rain flowing from heaven.

And when the land was done, the couple had sex and Izanami gave birth to the gods.

Izanami gave birth to the god of great matters.

Izanami gave birth to the god of rocky terrain.

Izanami gave birth to the goddess whose home stood upon a great rock.

Izanami gave birth to the god of entrances.

Izanami gave birth to the god of thatch.

Izanami gave birth to the god of rooves.

Izanami gave birth to the god of wind.

Izanami gave birth to the god of the sea.

Izanami gave birth to the god of estuaries.

Izanami gave birth to the goddess of river mouths.

Izanami gave birth to the god of foam upon the sea and the goddess of foam upon the waves.

Izanami gave birth to the god of the watershed of heaven and the goddess of the watershed of 
earth.

Izanami continued to have sex with Izanagi and gave birth over and over, the gods and goddesses 
flowing from her loins like rain flowing from heaven.
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And when these gods were born, Izanami gave birth to the god of fire, who was so hot that he 
burned her vagina, which swelled and blistered and turned black from the flame.

Izanami fell terribly ill, but even so, she continued to give birth.

Izanami vomited. Her vomit became the god and goddess of metal ore.

Izanami defecated. Her shit became the god and goddess of clay.

Izanami pissed. Her urine became the god and goddess of gushing water and growth.

Izanami was still creating when death claimed her, and she sank into Yomi, the dark realm that lies 
beyond the veil of this world.

Distraught by the death of his beloved wife and sister, Izanagi wailed. You who’ve given birth 
to fourteen islands, to thirty-five gods and goddesses, how awful that you should die while this 
monstrous child lives!

And after crawling around her corpse, pulling his hair, and gnashing his teeth, Izanagi buried 
her on top of a mountain between two provinces, so she could rest halfway between heaven and 
earth, between one land and another.

Still, Izanagi was not content. Izanagi withdrew his sword and sliced off the head of his own son, 
the fire god, who had caused his wife so much suffering.

Still, Izanagi was not content. Izanagi decided to do what no god nor mortal had ever done before. 
He decided to travel to Yomi to bring her back.

Izanagi walked across provinces.

Izanagi walked across rivers and streams.
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Izanagi walked across mountains and fields.

Izanagi walked across plains covered in evergreens.

Izanagi walked and walked until he reached the gently sloping road leading to Yomi.

Izanagi walked down the gently sloping road, deeper and deeper, lower and lower, until he came 
to a great hall. There, he found the door that forms the boundary between this world and the next.

From the opposite side of the door, Izanami heard her beloved husband and brother calling out 
to her.

Dearest wife! Dearest sister! Please come back. You haven’t finished giving birth.

You’ve given birth to many islands, many gods, and many goddesses, but there’s still a lot to do. 
Come! Come back with me!

Izanami appeared at the door and spoke.

Dearest husband! Dearest brother! I can’t believe it! Here you are, asking me to return so I can 
give birth again. Seeing you, I remember!

I remember what it feels to have sex and give birth!

I remember what it is to give birth and give birth and give birth some more.

But then her voice grew dark. You’re too late. I’ve eaten here in this dark land. The food from this 
place taints everyone and holds us captive.

Izanagi became despondent.

Dearest wife! Dearest sister! Is that true? You can’t return?
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Izanami responded.

Dearest husband! Dearest brother! Let me speak to the gods here, but whatever you do, don’t 
look at me in the meantime. Promise me.

Izanagi promised.

And upon hearing his vow, Izanami retreated beyond the door.

Izanagi waited for Izanami to return.

Izanagi waited and waited.

Izanagi waited and waited and waited.

Izanagi thought about the promise he had made.

Izanagi waited and waited and waited and waited.

Izanagi began to think his promise had been a mistake.

What was she doing? Who was she with?

Izanagi’s irritation and frustration grew until he could wait no more.

Izanagi grew so impatient that he pulled out the great wooden comb he wore in his hair, lit it on 
fire, and opened the forbidden door.

And there she was.

Izanami.
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But not his Izanami.

Her body had turned into a horrible, horrifying, heaving mass of maggots.

And as if that wasn’t enough, eight gods of thunder were filling her, penetrating her, and taking 
what was left of her rotten, decomposing corpse.

Her head was filled with great thunderbolts. She moaned in ecstasy.

Her breast was filled with fiery thunderbolts. She moaned in ecstasy.

Her belly was filled with black thunderbolts. She moaned in ecstasy.

Her vagina was filled with jagged thunderbolts. She moaned in ecstasy.

Her left hand was filled with young thunderbolts. She moaned in ecstasy.

Her right hand was filled with earth-striking thunderbolts. She moaned in growing ecstasy.

 Her left leg was filled with thunderbolts that would split most peoples’ eardrums. She moaned in 
growing, mounting ecstasy.

Her right leg was filled with thunderbolts that would knock most people to the ground. She 
moaned in growing, mounting, overwhelming ecstasy.

Thunderbolts rushed through her, filling her, penetrating her, taking her rotten, decomposing, 
moaning corpse.

At the sight of the eight gods of thunder penetrating her, Izanagi recoiled in horror.

You’re not my wife! You’re not my sister! You’re not the venerable ancestor of all of the islands, 
gods, and goddesses!
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Izanami shouted back.

Don’t you recognize me, my husband and brother? I’m the same Izanami you’ve loved for all these 
years. I’m the same Izanami that had sex with you over and over again, who suffered the pains of 
childbirth to create all the islands, gods, and goddesses that populate the earth. Now that I’m 
taking what little love I can find here in this dark world, are you really going to abandon me?

Izanagi grew frightened and fled.

Izanami pursued him and shouted.

I gave birth to the world! And still you shame me!

You shame me before the gods of Yomi!

You shame me before all of the islands and gods and goddesses I created!

You shame me before the world I created!

I curse you. I curse the islands I gave birth to!

I curse the gods and mortals that walk their surface!

I curse the world beneath your feet!

As Izanagi fled, Izanami summoned several foul-looking women from the land of Yomi and sent 
them chasing after him.

As Izanagi fled, he pulled a grapevine that he had used to tie up his hair, and he threw it to the 
ground. From it emerged an entire vineyard. Some of the women who were hungry for earthly 
delights paused to pull the grapes from the vines to eat.
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As Izanagi fled, he shouted.

Take that, you dirty, dirty, old, wrinkled wench!

Your birthing days are over!

You’ll never give birth again!

You’ll never give birth again even if you try!

All you’ll ever do is bleed!

But still, Izanami continued to pursue him with the foul-looking women.

As Izanagi fled, he pulled the bamboo comb that held the bundles of hair by his temples in place, 
and he threw it to the ground. From it emerged an entire grove of bamboo. Some of the foul-
looking women who were hungry for earthly delights paused to pull up the bamboo shoots to eat.

As Izanagi fled, he shouted.

Take that, you foul-smelling wench!

Your breath stinks!

Your spit stinks!

Your blood stinks!

Your hair stinks!

Your vagina stinks!
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Everything about you stinks!

But still, Izanami continued to pursue him with the foul-looking women. This time, however, she 
was joined by her eight partners — the gods of thunder — and their armies.

As Izanagi fled up the slope from Yomi, he grabbed three peaches from the trees growing there. 
Placing his faith in this fruit, known since the beginning of the time to ward off demons, Izanagi 
threw them, shouting at Izanami the whole time.

Your hair has fallen out!

Your teeth have fallen out!

Your breasts are shriveled up!

Your vagina is so loose it’s a wonder your uterus doesn’t fall right out!

The peaches embedded themselves in her rotting corpse. All of the other gods and armies ran 
away except for Izanami. But still she continued to pursue him.

Izanami grew closer.

Izanami grew closer and closer.

Izanami grew so close that Izanagi could smell the stench of her rotten flesh, the stench of her 
breath, the stench of her hair, the stench of her spit, the stench of her blood, the stench of her hair, 
and most of all, the stench of her vagina.

Not knowing what else to do, he rolled a giant boulder to block the path out of Yomi into the 
mortal world. The boulder was so large that not even one thousand of the strongest men could 
possibly move it. In fact, the boulder is so large that it still sits there today, in exactly the same 
place between the two realms of existence.
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From the opposite sides of the boulder, the two shouted at one another.

Izanagi shouted to Izanami, your beauty is gone!

You’re nothing but a horrifying corpse!

You’re nothing but rotten flesh!

You’ll never give birth again!

You’re of no use to me or the world any longer!

Izanami shouted back at Izanagi, who are you to talk?

Your cock is useless!

Your cock won’t stand up!

Your cock is the most pathetic, shriveled up thing in the world!

Your cock will never produce anything ever again!

Your cock has lost all its procreative power!

Your cock is useless to me!

Izanagi recoiled. Was this really happening?

Izanami continued to shout.

Your chest is the flattest one in the world!
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Your beard is the patchiest one in the world!

Your eyes are the yellowest, cloudiest ones in the world!

Your mouth is the most foul-smelling one in the world!

Your cock is the most shriveled, miniscule, miserable, and powerless one in the world!

Your cock will never create a thing! Ever!

I know how to make you pay.

Every day, I’ll reach from out from beyond the grave and strangle one thousand miserable mortals 
from your land.

I’ll keep this up until all mortals have perished at my hands.

I’ll keep this up until the very end of time itself.

Horrified, Izanagi responded in the only way he could think of.

You say that every day, you’ll reach out and strangle one thousand mortals.

Well then, I’ll take on your sex.

Every day, I’ll give birth to one and a half thousand people.

I’ll keep this up until mortals spread to the ends of the earth you’ve created.

I’ll keep this up until the very end of time itself.
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And with this, Izanami left the boulder at the boundary between worlds and walked to a stream 
to purify himself.

And so it began.

This is the reason that every day, a large number of mortals die.

And this is the reason that every day, an even larger number of mortals is born into the world to 
replace them.

Just as Izanagi had predicted, mortals continued to be born.

And just as Izanagi had predicted, those mortals spread to the very ends of the earth.
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grow

I went through the jungles
Earls ate my hair
ate my hands

Sparrows saved me
Only the sparrows came clean

There were sediments not sentiments
I was handless
and hairless

a grub or hatchling

Under the conditions
which were their conditions
which were Earl conditions

could I grow arms?
could I grow tresses?

or could I (dream on)
under sparrow conditions
grow feathers?
grow wings?

Upon hearing that the Earls are talking to themselves in Harper’s Magazine
8 July 2020. Earls are the low rung of nobility who argue to maintain their privileges in the face of 
the rest of us, whom they try to produce as Churls.
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fiNdiNg my auNt’s words i wrote dowN iN a Notebook
iN oCtober 2017, two years after her stroke,

iN whiCh she desCribes to me a photograph of a Car 
aNd house

aNd three womeN iN 1941
 

This is one of my girlfriends
and my sister and my self
my sister has a coat on and I’m 
behind. That’s the east side
new house* the kitchen
the yard isn’t fixed up yet
the car isn’t ours, it’s his…
and I don’t travel in that because

I would have to push sometimes.

*NW.14.72.9.W6 maybe
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loam

An animal crept up my chest at noon  
and I forbade it

Watched it animal-sit and wait 
for me to give in

to distraction or abeyance
far over the ditches

where the light is
light came shining

the leaves shone at their frittered edges
light + leaves

what was the relation

how does light travel
and leaves
and the animal 
leaving

and the loam
where is the loam



daNiel borZutZky
murmur
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murmur  

what is the voice 
who is the voice 
when is the voice 
does it murmur backwards 
does it murmur with mud in its mouth     
with blood in its mouth 
there are blades in its mouth       
dogs in its mouth      
there is a nation in its mouth      a border in its mouth 
there is a wall at the border in its mouth 
there is a god at the border in its mouth 
there is an imploding island in its mouth 
an imploding economy in its mouth 
there is a hemisphere in its mouth 
I see the desert in its rotten-carcass mouth 
I see the murderers of the morning in its rotten carcass mouth 
I see money      there is money     I have five dollars no I have six dollars 
I need to buy the forest 
I need to buy the blood trees 
I need to buy the blood bush 
I need more blood dogs 
I have five dollars 
I have six dollars 
I don’t know if I am hunted or if I am hunting 
I eat my skin 
I chew my knuckles 
I suck my fingers 
I hear my name in the wind 
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I hear the name of my god in the wind 
they say I don’t believe in god 
they say I am secular     pagan    lacking in faith 
but but    no no 
but no    but no     but no 
the words I use for my god are different from the words they use for their god 
I can’t find my fingers in the dark 
I can’t find my tongue in the dark 
I can’t find my brain in the dark   
the carcass economy sustains me in the privatized darkness of dark 
the mud sustains me 
the blood data sustains me 
the common-law blood data sustains me 
the welfare state no longer sustains me 
I see my slaughter mouth against the spittle of the hungry baby at my feet 
I see my rat brain against the spittle of the wailing toddler with fangs at my feet 
the toddler eating soap off my psoriasis feet 
the toddler eating mud off my money feet my blood feet
the dirt toddler the wound toddler the blood toddler 
there is a box a blood box a money box and they will put me in it 
there is a box and when I can’t buy the forest I will put myself in it  
and they will ship me somewhere 
because I can’t afford 
to build a shack in the forest 
I have five dollars 
I have six dollars 
the conglomerate that owns the trees won’t let me sit in the shade 
the suit and tie that owns the water won’t let me have a sip
I only have five dollars
I only have six dollars and I need to buy roots soil trees wind  
but no 
and no 
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but no 
and no 
I must smash my face into the welfare state 
I must smash my face into the fist of the cop who beats me at the corner of Montrose and 

Kedzie
who shoots me at the corner of Division and Pulaski
I must smash my face into the language of money whose only translation is into more money 
I must smash my face into the money drone into the health drone the drone of infinite scrutiny
and when they strap me into the chair and shove the peace-seeking food wires into my mouth 
when they shove the milk wires into my mouth 
when they feed me vitamins and minerals against my will 
I will offer them my last five dollars to die    here take my last six dollars and let me die the 

privatized death of one who hasn’t lived 
as I smash my face into the drone tomb the health tomb the tomb of infinite scrutiny    I 

will remember to smile when they love me 
I will remember to smile when they feed me 
to smile when they beat me 
to smile when they kill me 
but     and 
but      and 
but and but and but and



stÉphaNe mallarmÉ
what the three storks were sayiNg

traNslated by peter maNsoN
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i

What the Three Storks Were Saying

It has snowed all day. The earth is white as a bride, and the limpid constellations make the milky 
sky sparkle with diamonds.

Two sinister groans pass over this cold daydream of snow and moonlight. 

The first is that of a door turning upon its ancient hinges: the door of Nick Parrit, who is leaving 
his cabin, – a nest in the undergrowth. Nick Parrit picks up two sheaves of hawthorn sticks which 
are leaning against the wall, shakes off the grape-like mounds of snow with which compassionate 
winter made them blossom again before they burn for eternity, and goes back inside.

The second groan, quite similar to the first, comes from the air.

Is it the wind which moans in despair through the wet, grey branches?

Or some passing bird that weeps for the death of the leaves?

No, it is not the wind: for not one tree is trembling and the whole forest is motionless. And yet, 
if you look at Nick Parrit’s roof, upon the stone where a bunch of wild gillyflowers had been 
left to dry that summer, you will catch sight of not one bird, not two, but three, all white and 
casting a pale shadow on the mossy tiles bathed in pale moonlight: three storks, each perched 
melancholically on one thin leg, dreaming, their beaks buried in their chest-feathers, at the feast 
of Twelfth Night, the feast of the Kings, which the morning bells had pealed, and sending out 
to the stars this rhythmic song in a language I do not know, but which I believe to be their own:

Auro rex agnoscitur
Homo myrrha: colitur
Thure Deus gentium!
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ii

In Which We Learn that a Rose Can Make One Both Laugh and Cry

Children, you have tasted the first and best of all joys, from the moment of your first smile.

The first time you woke up to your mother’s kiss, that morning dew, and fell asleep at a kiss from 
your angel, that dew of evening.

The first round you danced in May, when the birds were singing, without knowing that it was 
crowned by a dance of ethereal fairies, and the first alms you gave, when the poor were shivering, 
without knowing that it was inscribed in a missel decorated with fleurs-de-lys by the saints of 
heaven.

The first story that was told to you, when, arranged in a circle before the fire, you warmed your 
bare feet at the flaming Yule log,

these are the sweetest memories, aren’t they? Ah! then, you should know that all these enchantments 
are as nothing next to the naïve delights which threw the reverie of Nick Parrit into turmoil, 
every time he turned his eyes towards the great rose which blossomed, red and content with its 
existence, next to three chestnuts, on the old mantelpiece.

You have seen him throw with rapture upon the somnolent embers those beautiful sheaves which 
blaze joyously; it is because he understood, – inside every old man a poet sleeps – how bizarrely 
charming this rose was, next to the fire. The summer passes its baton to the winter in the perfume 
of this flower, smiling in the radiance of the hearth: “All is not dead,” he dreamed, “o my rose, and 
I love you like a final illusion! You alone are not where your companions are, and because I have 
been able to make you happy, you reward me with your purple splendour and with your scent that 
mixes hope with memory!”
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At that moment, Nick Parrit broke off and drew an enormous puff on his great pipe. The smoke 
swirled in the air, sketching fantastic figures which all had a radiant appearance, then vanished to 
fainter and fainter blue.

The old man contemplated the rose. His gaze grew drunk on the crimson and his thought played 
out in a vermilion splendour.

The same guttural cry was sent forth by the three storks: it did not trouble his reverie at all, but, 
with a jolt, it reawakened Master Puss.

Who was Puss? you will ask me. Puss, or to be respectful, Master Puss, was a fat old cat having 
a coat blacker than the conscience of Iscariot who sold his God for thirty pieces of silver. At the 
collar of this coat, long and silky hairs were turning white, like a scholar’s stole: he was a great 
thinker, stuffed with dignity. Seated in front of the fire, his two white paws resting softly on the 
flagstone where his vast tail unfurled, full of nonchalance, his eyes half-closed and letting only a 
thin crescent of his pupils shine through, he dreamed an Egyptian poem on the immobile and 
copper-coloured horizon.

But the strange thing, which has made me muse for entire evenings, is that with all this grave 
majesty and those haughty airs, he had a voice so thin, so shrill, so sharp, that in the evenings when 
the hearth-log whistled the tune whose bass was sung by the black-clad cricket, those two paltry 
performers would drown out entirely the miaowing of the royal personnage.

It was with one of these imperceptible cries that Master Puss replied to the three storks whose 
stretto had disturbed his dream.

This stretto was softened by the snowy branches, and at the moment when Nick Parrit, whose 
reverie was taking on a melancholic tinge, cast his eyes on the cat, it was no more than one of the 
lamentations of winter. And yet the old man understood what guests were perched upon his roof, 
and he murmured, his eyes raised to the ceiling, “Lord Christ, who was born twelve days ago, let 
them bring me no unhappiness! Here is a sinister cry: is it that which makes me sad? This rose 
gladdened my thoughts as the sun does a brood of robin red-breasts, but now..... now it makes me 
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weep, for this is truly a tear... Come, come, Nick Parrit, no childishness. One can be discouraged. 
You have often been in solitude, but tears! Will a rose make you spill them, you who have not wept 
since the death... – Ah! I have it! The heart often has more intelligence than the head. This rose 
can very easily make two streams of my eyes! It is as crimson and fresh as Deborah was, a year ago 
this evening, when the pale child, having gone out to gather a pebble to make a lucky charm for 
our cake, came back in with her cheeks coloured by the cold to a rosiness I must never see again! 
It spreads its scent the way Deborah spread her youth around her. But I ask myself why does it 
live in winter when all is dead, while my daughter died in spring when everything is reborn. That 
seems to me barely comprehensible...”

And he wept.

“Oh! Those were good times when we ran in the sun, she dancing and striking her tambourine 
with her elbow” – he cast his eyes upon a tambourine hanging on the wall, wound round with 
a few cypress branches mixed with bunches of rowan berries – “and I singing a ballad from my 
young days! Why did it not last? It is said that God the father is very old: he made a mistake 
and cut her down with the blow which was destined for me... – At least, when God the son will 
succeed him, he will not throw upon the child the earth which should cover the father! – All the 
same, it is very sad! We were restless as two butterflies, and today everything has changed: she 
sleeps in death, and I bury myself each evening in the desolate solitude of my forest, and in old 
age... – Tinker, woodcutter, two careers where one at least belongs to no-one but God!

“She would have danced upon a gossamer thread.... and knew so many pretty songs. Ah! the one 
she sang to me, crouched upon the old sequinned rug which is now in her coffin, one summer 
evening, the one which became her favourite, I would give the rest of my days to be buried in her 
sweet music!”

And at the same instant a third cry was launched into the air by the three storks and one of them 
departed towards the church in the neighbouring village.
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iii

Deborah’s Song

Straight away the bells rang in the church in the neighbouring village, and the ecstatic seraph 
which was sculpted above the portal descended silently to the ground. She cut a long veil from the 
snow which had been spangled in daytime by the footsteps of the bullfinches, and threw it over 
her sky-blue robe, so that she seemed to be clothed in a white shroud strewn with blue stars. She 
hid her pensive head in her arms, and, letting her hair down over her shivering wings, stretched 
out into the night and soared.

When the bird landed on the cabin, the angel halted and, while the bells pealed madly, intoned 
to a slow, sad tune this laughing saltarello, contrary to the ignorant belief that angels sing only 
hymns:

Lilies! lilacs! verbenas!
Flowers! let me throw them by the handful!
Roses cradling dreamlike songs,
nests buried in soft fragrances,
I want to dance my crazy dances
in an enchantment of flowers!

In scented avalanches
the periwinkles pour from my hands;
crimson, in the breast of a white sunbeam
I sing and float like a dream....
– The evening wind lifts to the stars
their fresh perfume and my song!

When, drunken and fantastical,
one shoulder bare, striking my tambourine
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upon my lowered brow, I arch
my soft arms into a pure crescent,
or fix with grave poses
my blue eyes on blue paradise,

Some old abbé, the one who says the mass,
– if he would move aside my chaste tresses
blonder than honey –
would strew upon my unveiled neck
more kisses than there are stars
than there are stars in the sky!

Among those whose cheeks are bathed in tears
because of my proud pouting
there is still one brown-haired horseman.
Let a fairy change his timid tears
one evening into limpid pearls
and I will have, for sure, a divine necklace!

But oh! would I let an insipid love
make my pomegranate mouth grow pale?
To be happy, I only need
beneath a sunlit sky
my hairnet that is filled with hair,
and my hair with ears of wheat in it....

And it was with such sadness and melancholy that this blithe and winsome song of sixteen 
summers was intoned, to the sound of bells, flung out joyously to all, that the woodcutter, without 
asking who was singing it among the forest trees, began to weep at the strange music; and when 
it had vanished into space, he said: “O my dear dead girl, will you never again let this distant 
birdsong be heard? Those lilacs, those lilies, those verbenas that you stripped of their petals and 
threw into the air that was drunk on your voice, you have not outlived them! And yet it was a song 
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of hope: everyone smiled at you and you smiled at everyone. An old priest held your chin while 
complimenting you, a young man cast a passing gaze upon you, you thought at once of love, you 
said: they adore me! and you laughed, certain that at the first sign from your finger love would 
build its nest in your heart! That naïve poetry sums you up you entirely! But why murmur it with 
a plaintive air? Say it again with your cheerful bee-like buzzing, I have a rose to give you for the 
saltarello of the flowers!

And at that moment the second stork flew off towards the cemetery which slept in the shadow of 
the church, and let out a cry.

Puss, who, having finished his poem, had buried his head in his untidy white ruff, woke up again 
at this cry and rubbed his whiskers against the feet of Nick Parrit.
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iv

Hic Jacet Deborah Parrit

There is nothing more solemn than a graveyard upon which winter has thrown some feet of snow. 
Then the only inequality that remains in the other life – that of the tombs – vanishes beneath that 
dazzling and fraternal sepulchral stone. All the dead are brothers, for one day at least. The wooden 
cross is no more, nor the marble angel, and, alone, the tall cypresses, disturbed by the night wind, 
unpetal the pensive blossoms of snow, piously and amicably, the rich man’s cypress over the bodies 
of the poor.

All the same: I pity the poor dead who, stitched into their pale shrouds without the power to lift 
a finger, feel the slow and mysterious drops of the melting snow seep regularly through the cracks 
in the coffin! I am sure they are so cold that it would be a happiness for them if they heard the 
Trumpet of Josaphat sound through the lightning, and the thunderous voice of God casting them 
down into the flames of Satan.

Among all these buried tombs, there was one which was simple and perfumed with flowers in 
summer.

One who opened the coffin would have seen, a seraphic smile arrested on her frozen lips, a young 
girl crowned with white roses and outlining on her shroud a smooth and fragrant profile.

It was the pale sleeper, Deborah Parrit. 

“Deborah Parrit?” enquired the wandering stork of a sombre owl who darted his red eyes over the 
calm serenity of the funereal plain.

“The dead girl of the swallows?” muttered the nocturnal guardian: “the one to whom all the 
swallows come to offer a dead leaf before they emigrate and an orange blossom when they return 
from the skies which are always blue? – Hic jacet Deborah Parrit..” he read upon a stone where a 
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ray of moonlight had melted the snow in a strange fashion.

Then the angel of the portal arrived, and the two birds flew away swiftly, in silence.

The angel had a long golden clarion upon which she sounded thrice.

At each one of these radiant fanfares, to which the psalm of the wind in the rosemary replied, the 
coffin of Deborah Parrit unnailed itself, and upon the dazzling snow there arose the dreamlike 
vision of the young girl who was whiter still. When she climbed into the air, all the tombs of the 
cemetery were opened and all the dead rose up and, without any gesture, for they were imprisoned 
in the immobility of the shroud, greeted the one who was returning to the light, with a lugubrious 
“Alleluia!”

A moment later, the moon was hidden, all the tombs were covered once again by their stones, and 
silence alone lingered over this solitude.
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v

The Dance of the Flowers

And when the cat had rubbed his whiskers along Nick Parrit’s legs, the old man took his two 
white paws, adorned with cuffs, in his hands, so that Puss, letting the tail which he carried like a 
rapier settle beneath his black coat, gravely ensconced and comically gauche in his lace leggings, 
had the air of a drunken musketeer who would have left his felt hat in the bindweed of the arbour.

“O my Puss,” Nick Parrit said while stroking him, “do you remember the radiant enchantress? you 
loved her.... and when the scatterbrain was sixteen, and left open the door of her mocking-birds’ 
cage, you purred and did nothing, you who throw yourself upon all the birds of the forest!”

And Puss replied by purring, as of old.

At that moment, a voice trilled in the distance, and no longer melancholic, but wild and capricious:

Lilies! lilacs! verbenas!
Flowers! let me throw them by the handful!
Roses cradling dreamlike songs,
nests buried in soft fragrances,
I want to dance my crazy dances
in an enchantment of flowers!

And lightly and silently the old sequinned rug from times past was spread, which sparkled in the 
light of the fire as once in the sun, and more lightly and silently still there appeared

crimson, in the breast of a white sunbeam

like the saints upon the dull silver ceilings of the choirs of old churches, a smooth and diaphanous 
shade.

And the shade looked at the old man and said, “My father” in a voice at once thin and melodious, 
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and danced more gracile than the breeze, when, placing dew-drops in the cups of the violets, it 
walks upon tip-toe for fear of awakening them. Little by little, from transparent phantom she 
became again the blonde child that she was, but sweeter still and more ideal, having a body of 
glory.

“Deborah!” exclaimed the woodcutter. And when her father had recognised her and kissed her 
forehead, everything that still recalled the tomb faded away, for a father’s kiss rejuvenates even the 
dead.

There alone remained on her forehead the crown of white roses which young girls wear in the 
coffin, so that the old man might understand that she had not returned for good, and would not be 
bitterly disappointed. And with that melancholic jewellery she wore the pink dress embroidered 
with silver, from her happiest days, so light and so luminous that she seemed made of the blonde 
vapours of the dawn, through which the night stars gleam, pale and indistinct.

Sometimes she crossed her two slender and lily-like hands over her chest, and, with her ethereal 
hair undulating down her back like two wings, she seemed, her eyes raised skywards, to fly away to 
blue and mystical regions, sometimes she twirled madly as if in a dizzy spell, and laughed beneath 
her pale crown of death.

And when she began her intoxicated dance, she picked a few roses from that crown, stripped 
them of their petals, and mixing them with the pistils of the royal red rose with which her father 
had conversed, tossed them into the air, and, taking down from the wall the piously conserved 
tambourine, gathered into it that perfumed snow and tossed it up again.

This time her smile was so celestial that the flowers, enraptured, remained floating in the room.

Then, in the midst of this enchantment, she rushed forward with a vertiginous whirling, and her 
hair was borne aloft in the perfume of the roses!
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vi

And Where is the King Cake?

She stopped at last, sat down capriciously on a wooden chair, placed Puss upon her knees as in the 
time of her childhood, took the old man’s hands in her own, and, without saying a word, drowned 
her blue gaze in the eyes of her father, who, enraptured and transported, looked, to assure himself 
that he had not been misled by a vision, to see if the dancer cast a shadow on the wall turned 
purple by the flames.

And while they contemplated one another in silence, the white petals and the crimson petals 
floated in the air.

“O my father,” said Deborah, “have you wept greatly for me? At evening when I am in my coffin 
and the icy moonlight penetrates through to me, I think of you. It is very cold in the tomb, my 
father. When the sun returns you will place flowers over me, won’t you? but flowers of many 
colours, I hate the white. These pale roses hurt me to wear. If I was not afraid of being surprised 
by the dawn, and not being able to say farewell to you, o my father, I would go into the woods to 
gather a crown of winter violets, that would be more cheerful. But, in Spring, I will ask my dear 
swallows, those bohemians of the blue sky, to drop one of them onto my cross; for I no longer have 
any liking for the dull whiteness of orange blossoms... – My father, this is Twelfth Night: I know 
that, because I have counted three times sixty-six Angeluses since the Day of the Dead when there 
was a procession in the cemetery. When I said to you a year ago that it was the last time that I 
would Draw the Kings with you, I did not think I was mistaken; but, if I say it this year, I am sure 
of myself, for the dead do not make two voyages upon this earth.”

And, saying that, she poured out the most affectionate remembrances of past kindness, and 
seemed, so many precise and lively memories did she share, to have never known the seven planks 
of the coffin. 

“The Kings! let us draw them as a family, good father! I say as a family, for Puss will have his slice, 
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he, your only friend since I departed.” And, stroking the cat from whom sparks were springing – 
“Have you prepared the legendary cake?”

At that moment the third stork cried out, flew off towards the portal of the church and brought 
back the angel who sounded three times upon her golden trumpet over the fortunate thatched 
cottage.
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vii

The King Cake

“Who will be the poor man? and first, do you have the cake?...” and she continued to babble 
childishly in this manner, when a sombre thought veiled the questioning naivete of her gaze. “So 
you have been truly unhappy, father, since you have been taking care of my tomb? This is the first 
time that you have not had a king cake. Ah! you will bring me neither coloured flowers, will you, 
nor white ones: I don’t want anything!”

And with these words she poured out a radiant and mystical tear.

And the green pot of the red rose she had stripped bare was suddenly lifted from the ground, with 
its red-spined stem, held by a hand luminous and transparent as the water from a sunlit spring. 
The sparkling tear fell into the depths of the perfumed calyx, and the angel with the sky-blue stars 
appeared, enveloped in her wings, and stood behind Deborah who had hidden her blonde head 
in her father’s two hands.

The old man did not see, and said: “I have not sold my firewood because I was shivering and kept 
it for myself: how will I buy the cake when I have only such bread as I need in order not to die, 
the forest not giving me, in winter, those blood-coloured blackberries which you crush, Puss, in 
summertime.”

The young girl replied: “I know that you sold my sequinned diadem to pay for my tomb, but does 
one not remain, were it only the small one which is fading beneath its crescent of topazes, enough 
to buy a little, a very little cake?..”

Then, at the sound of the bells which rang like the Gloria in excelsis of Easter Saturday, the angel 
murmured “O Dead girl, do not worry, I will ask God for a celestial cake, but God will want to 
be paid.”
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“Oh! what will we give him, O seraph!” (They were so deep in their ecstasy that the presence of 
an angel seemed to them a very natural occurrence.) – “What will we give him, we who are the 
poorest of the poor?”

And the angel smiled, pointing at the rose, in its green pot, which contained the young girl’s tear, 
the most precious of all treasures.

Then she unfolded her wings and disappeared.

Deborah placed her head back in the old man’s hands, without pronouncing a single word, but 
their two minds billed and cooed together like two doves who have been separated for a day.

This reverie was interrupted by the cry of the three storks who flew away, their legs folded and 
their necks horizontal, to carry good fortune to the thatched roofs of other lands, contrary to 
what is said by spiteful people who make them out to be a sinister bird.

Puss lifted his head at this sound and was the first to see the seraph of the portal descend, carrying 
in her two hands the longed-for cake.

“Here, she said, is that which archangel Gabriel sends to Deborah: he has accepted the young girl’s 
tear, and has made of it a pearl having a blonde radiance.

“This pearl is reserved for the father of the young girl who will wait some time yet upon the earth 
before flying away with her to Paradise.

“This pearl will be a star on the old man’s forehead; and the young girl will have her own candour 
for a halo, with is the whitest of aureoles.

“As for the flower which was unpetalled by her virginal hands, it has taken on again its crimson 
brilliance beneath this precious and sacred dew. And it can no longer be stripped bare except by 
celestial hands, and it will be the seraphim who will cast it into splendour, singing:
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Rosa mystica!

when the father and the daughter will knock, shivering with azure, upon the door of heaven.”

And saying this, she set down the cake and flew away.

The cake was the moon.

And when it had been cut into four slices, namely:

The old man’s slice,
The dead girl’s slice,
The slice for Puss,
and the slice given to the poor,

when they had been placed upon the tambourine beneath the veil left behind by the angel, the veil 
of snow spangled in daytime by the footsteps of the bullfinches, which sparkled now with silver 
stars

the young girl uttered, with her most ethereal voice, the name of her father, her own name and 
that of Puss, and, placing the white paw of the cat beneath the veil, made him choose for whom 
each of the slices would be destined.

One quarter remained, which was the slice to be given to the poor, and was left upon a stone 
outside the door.

And scarcely were the three other quarters uncovered than they vanished in a melodious brilliance. 
The room streamed with dazzling lights.

Then Deborah cradled herself in the light and murmured with a paradisiacal voice:

crimson, in the breast of a white sunbeam
I sing and float like a dream....
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She detached the white roses which remained in her crown, and each one of the flowers fell in a 
rain of stars.

And suddenly that glory faded, and through the window-panes, where the frost embroidered 
its arabesques, could be glimpsed the slice given to the poor, which curved itself into a pale, dull 
crescent in the sky turned pink by the dawn.

And Nick Parrit heard only the wind which hummed in the awakening distances:

Lilies! lilacs! verbenas!
Flowers! let me throw them by the handful!
Roses cradling dreamlike songs,
nests buried in soft fragrances,
I want to dance my crazy dances
in an enchantment of flowers!

Then, he heard nothing more.....

– Except the light steps of the dawn shivering upon the snow, and a few dead branches creaking 
under their white burden.
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traNslator’s Note

In a note added to the manuscript long after it was written, Mallarmé described Ce que disaient 
les trois cigognes as a “narrative on a freely-chosen subject”, written at the Lycée in Sens some time 
between 1856 and 1858. Mallarmé would then have been between fourteen and sixteen years old, 
though the critic L.J. Austin has identified echoes of Baudelaire in the story, which would place 
it a couple of years later, around 1860 – the manuscript which survives may be a revised version 
of the schoolboy’s narrative. The piece may have been partly a response to the death of Mallarmé’s 
younger sister Maria in August 1857. It’s juvenilia in the strictest sense, but with echoes in the 
later work. The parent or angel watching over the child’s sleep reappears in Mallarmé’s sonnet 
“Apparition”, while the figure of the revenant, and the imagery of flowers, tombs and the powerless 
fingers beneath them, are recalled in the 1877 sonnet “Sur les bois oubliés...” The phrase “clarté 
mélodieuse”, applied here to the disappearance of the cake, is later used by the heroine of “Scène: 
Hérodiade” to describe her own jewel-like eyes. 



hu jiujiu
from fog

traNslated by matt turNer aNd weNg haiyiNg
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2
Walk a couple of steps up to the staircase
Into the room, close the door
Pull up the screen and the glass
I seal myself off, in cycles like death
And sit dully, tumbled into place
The indicator on the appliance dimly illuminates
That the world of man has gradually aged
I seem to have the energy to drink a sip of water
To see the white hair whiten to the root
The eyes whiten into cataracts
Arms are full of white ringworm
Measured from a distance, the white milk outside the room is overflowing
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22
You’re a man in a fog
You use your way to exhale fog
But who can actually ride it?
You traverse the swamp of youth
The clouds rise up, illumination
The scene plays out in myriad ways
The occasional accident, can’t stop laughing
The clock inside the body can’t stop ticking
Sometimes like the wooden fish 
Sometimes like the evening drum
The people don’t dare open their eyes
A white horse is carrying you across the city
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23
Shame of the month of April
Beijing’s flowers only bloom now
The others are done with boisterousness
Have fully enjoyed lush flowers and spring scenes
New crop of tea already at market
Busy delivering a gift-in-return with courtesy
They wind through the fog of the world
Yet your interest only grows
Emits a sweet scent, follows the wind, paints without a trace
That is, like this: don’t blame
Maybe, frightened: set forth
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47
The cranelike man in an ancient capital
Is modernized.
The open-close rhythm of flight is gone
But what does it matter?
The daily conversations and gestures, layers upon layers of crowds
Can form a landscape from here on out
The art is pale and laughable
Between secular and sacred, neither one nor the other
Put the crane in the soughing pines of the marketplace
The heart of the bell slowly knells
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49
He can never find his place
He doesn’t live in the present
He always expects development, doesn’t think it through
Whether or not he’s ready.
He tries to impress, one second pompous and the next self-hating
One second he wants to repair a fractured tradition
The next he wants to embrace the grandeur of science
He’s unable to stop turning things over
Sometimes he complains about this turning over of things
He loves money, loves to be proud, loves to strive
But the striving’s inept
He looks like he’s from a family of morons
His name is China.
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52
The highway drives the heart wild
A drunk paddling through a sorghum field
Singing loudly, your reputations steeped in liquor
Stumbling through brew, falling into the sacred hall
In the end it’s the bowl of dreams. The great belch of chaos
The seventh day, the seven orifices, the port in a haze of moonlight
Those who go through build a bridge from cement, 
Starlight shoots out of the steering wheel
I gaze into the autumn water from the boat
The light’s clear, a thousand rivers converge at a lake, mirroring paradise
Peach blossoms begin falling in the fog, 
And the swordsman dances the sword dance for a decade.
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75
To lay the foundation is 100 days
Whooping cough is 100 days
Fractured bones need 100 days
To become a pro you need 10,000 hours
The sword is ground for 10 years
Bodhidharma faced the wall for 9 years
Pengzu slept for 800 years and flowers grew in his dream
Time passes
To pass time
Light in the shade
Emptiness, emptiness!
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77
APEC
These few letters aren’t at all poetic
Though they allow the sky its blue
The sky turns blue, and that’s quite poetic
Doesn’t even want to ascend to heaven
Poetry is produced by unpoetical facts
This is just like a worry
Always infinitely many
Like a building burning without stop
But its force — that can produce poetry
A red lotus that has been scorched
Causing birth, incomparable cool
A jingang-like lotus, two faces of the one that connects
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91
When the affairs of the world retreat
Pale consciousness shrinks its particles
Wind blows by at the moment the
Hand raises, and it’s hard to rest
The clock strikes colorlessly
Midnight visitors
Sit around like they’ve been there for a long time
The silent chef grinds the fire out of the heart
No songs to go with the wine
Bursts of soughing from the pines
The cab on the East Third Ring Road drove away



CaroliNe bergvall
i telle yous
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Nodout some of you will ridicule my holistic 

cosmological views on mariage, dynamic unions, 

venus and jupiter, love, passion & justice, the 

importance of transmigration, treehugging & 

anniesprinkling. I used to have a mo urban pragmatik 

view on this whats for certeyn, but I like to think I 

move with the times. As agenders change and the 

oceans rise and the citees sprawl, mariage needs be 

large! accountable! not reserved for the benefits of 

one, needs revise its views on ownership & burghery. 

And domestick bliss! Needs provide a betre ensample 

for the ensemble! Let folks of alle gendres creeds 

coloures and sexes, esp. those what know best what 

it feels like to be owned and belittled by isolated 

servitude or preachers rules letem meet & mete in 

strengthened unions. And create new transactions. 

Nat settlen playen bride! alwayes remember you are 

who you be, lead the charge of change the deep deep 

change! Despite much suffering past and to come 

for siker, I telle yous, we knead put all oure efforts 
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( from Alisoun Sings, available from Nightboat Books.)

in the long battle for fair share for alle, good chiere, 

reach for new emotions, strong nerve, all what needs 

calculating and dividing allrounde intosmalere shares, 

new homings, composite tribes of multi generacioun 

& originacioun. Workidout, not time awasting, lets 

follow pleasures instrument resonators, the frictions 

of justice, oure beings engaged in the futures urgent 

makinges of love!



tiNa esCaja
four poems from 13 mooNs 13

traNslated by kristiN dykstra
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baCkgrouNd Noise

6EQUJ5 Wow!
Jerry R. Ehman

From the “Big Ear” Observatory

Disrupting the intensity of the search squarely at its center,
the improbable encounter with your essence,
a signal for the origin of existence.
Breaking
the Great Silence, noise from a background cosmos
where you may be,
or not. Investigating
infinite dark space, riddled with rotations and trails,
the exact location where you do not exist,
intelligence of an alien world that is and isn’t yours.
Knowing and not knowing yourself
part of a Whole, insignificant, vain.
Sinking into space, seeking its sign and course, a message or its emptiness,
your DNA test,
reefs of ciphers and constellations, 
your floating
bottle.

There’s no life behind you,
just your death notice
and a background wail.
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iN searCh of equilibrium

. . . c’est la vérité qui cache qu’il n’y en a pas.
Jean Baudrillard

Seeking equilibrium, the primary idea.
Oscillating between self
and reflection.
Investigating, weightless and obstinate in my spacesuit,
into the possible heart of the theorem,
possible slant
from this illusory cartography that names and programs us.

Pointless and alone
I investigate, nomad afloat, deciphering the origin,
my utopic existence as a self
in effigies and nodes, in networks that spit me out and loop to fictitious similar
selves.

Meanwhile
I multiply circuits and wired algorithms, they swell and
diminish me,
return a punctual me, a mechanical me,
obedient, servile to a system I ingest and propound
from my exposed body,
unerring reference.  The nothingness
I am.

And I go on floating, seeking equilibrium,
the primary inflection,
origin and norm of my dim restlessness and disturbed viscera.
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The real does not exist,
just an essence of perpetual calibration
without design, or will.
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And “Immortality”
mildews …

in the museums of the moon.
Mina Loy, The Lost Lunar Baedecker

lost iN the luNar ZoNe,

lost on that thread and guide, where fruit from cornucopia
distends into white powder
absent Eros, a favored, obso
       lete
Love.

Mina stretches thin at the horn’s apex
and breaks the line
makes it into name, shudders, points at your jugular. 

And she trains the orb-white, ink-blind, retina-gaze
of the
moon.
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wiNter masquerades

Devils cross gullies to parade their claws
and fangs.
Carochos leap and break through smoke,
chase the girls,
tongue the becoming of a cosmic pregnant chaos.

Horns with oranges on their points lift skirts
and lick rumps.
With the phallus in cloven hoofs, touching foreheads, they find
agreeable orifices
for the Dionysian horn.
Night falls.

The Obisparra procession sobs like a funeral.
The Cencerrón is seductive in colorful rags.
The Moladillo sings. The Filandorra
takes a piss.

Mitra is born into a stone cradle
and shepherds present their gifts.
The moment repeats,
parades its access to flesh and libations.
Demeter prepares for the annual rite, for the seedtime,
as women dance and expose
their vulvas.

The moment repeats acrobatically,
obsolete.
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The solstice imposes its exercise in rupture
and presents excess to the goddess. Born
is the new year.

Moon pervades the ritual, moves a checker

and loses the game.



CaroliNe siNavaiaNa-
gabbard
amerika samoa 
māNoa valley
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amerika samoa
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pago pago

When I arrive back in Tutuila for Mom’s funeral, my hair is starting to make a shy comeback; 
though still no eyebrows or eyelashes.

At the aiga (extended family) planning meeting, our senior aunts and uncles lead the discussion 
among us younger folks – Mom’s children, nieces, nephews, cousins, and in-laws galore – about 
logistical arrangements: who will serve as talking chiefs to formally receive off-island family mem-
bers from near and far, to conduct the intricate exchange of oratory and gifts; how many and what 
quality of fine mats each family will contribute; who will act as treasurer to monitor donations 
and expenses, assets and debits; who will oversee shopping and cooking for hundreds of family 
and guests over several days; which fine mat to cover the casket. In Samoan culture when the 
chips are down, when some great effort is required, the aiga springs into action, everyone already 
knowing who should do what, when, where and how in proper fashion. As though many parts of 
a collective heart/mind beginning seamlessly to coalesce, a social body animates and swings into 
action to get the job done. After millennia of practice, the basket of culture plaits itself once again 
on the spot.

It is this basket that holds and carries us all through my mother’s departure from the scene.
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dear mom (i)

Agnes 'Pako' Yandall Gabbard, 1923-2002

Ia manuia lau faigamalaga
Pako ‘Uli: safe journey

To the daughter of Amoa
Where women woo the men.

1.
To the bird from the mountain ridge
That fishes in two seas.
May your wings carry you
To a great nest on the high ridge.

Daughter of the sacred thunder
May her lightning blaze your
Brave path across the night.

2.
Daughter of le ava o i`a eva
Reef channel of the wandering fish
Daughter of le anae oso o fiti
The jumping mullet of Fiji

Daughter of Atua, of Falealili
Of Poutasi, of Nu’u-sa-fe’e
May the sacred octopus jump
Awake in rosy dawn to sweep clear
Your ocean pass.
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3.
Daughter of Seinafolava
Daughter of Tuatagaloa
Afio mai lau afioga a Tuatagaloa
‘O le to`o savili, ‘o le sa`o fetalai.

To the one who guides the boat
Against the wind and gives the first speech:
May Tagaloalagi of the nine heavens
May Sina and Nafanua

May Iesu Keriso ma lona tinā
Guide your boat against the wind
Into quiet waters of shimmering
Nets and the smoke of cookfires
Rising on the shores of afternoon.
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dear mom (ii)

Now I hear your voice in this
small house by the creek

from that last visit
when you slept on the couch

& prayed the rosary morning
& night, & drank hot water

that last time when I was resting
up between chemo & radiation

when I drove you and Barbara
to the airport but was too sick

to go inside. when a week later
I listened to an answering machine

telling me you were dead.

Now I remember that other house
way back, the one on Willard Road

the first house you ever owned.
Even at 13, I knew the big deal

it was for you. And for me too
after the shame of Plew Heights
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mine not yours. Where I pretended not
to live when friends’ parents dropped

me off after school. Where you worked
nights as a waitress at the NCO Club

to make ends meet. Where Dad worked
nights at Theater No. 1 to make ends meet.

I remember it was 1959, and
there was no grass at the new house.

I remember you planting sprigs of grass,
perfectly straight rows in the front yard.

Now it’s 45 years later, & you’ve been
gone 22 and ½ months. Now

I think you are somewhere else,
Samoa maybe or the Himalaya.

In your new incarnation
you’ll be almost two now,

the child of parents who prayed
for you to come to them.

I think you are the apple of their eyes.
An unusual child, the smartest baby anyone

can remember. I think you will be in
the kitchen, bustling on short legs
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or in the cookhouse, organizing things
planning dinners for the sandbox

crowd, or village feasts.
I think you will be in the garden

decorating wedding cakes made of mud
teaching the one-year-olds how

to fashion mud roses for frosting.
I think you will be out front

in the dirt, planting sprigs of grass
in perfectly straight rows.
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dear mom (iii)

OK, so Father Sebastian &
the Sacred Heart ladies

beg to differ. They see you
in heaven, wearing white tapa

cloth, your designer puletasi
just so.

They see you seated at a small
table next to Jesus, at the ear

of any number of Almighties
fund-raising for their next trip

to the Holy Land. They see
you drafting celestial memos

communiques to Samoa, to Bishop X
for example, urging his Excellency’s

sorry white self to return their
money pronto, while he still has

the chance, while he still has
that difficult-to-obtain precious

human body/ while he still has
time to show some respect
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for a change / or else /
face the consequences

at the Pearly Gates where you
his nemesis, now hold sway.

On the other hand, the 50-plus
Birthday Club ladies see you

up there, fund-raising for their
pilgrimage to Las Vegas/

They see you up there
rounding up the 80-plus

gals for a birthday luncheon
catered by Auntie Lu’s Fish

Grotto, Paradise Branch.
The first in a series of soirees

as long as eternity. You’re
holding up a glass of merlot.

You’re toasting Reina’s mom,
Ida & your mom, Palepa

& your sisters, Mary and Lika
& your cousin Odilla

& Dad’s mom, Caroline
& our Auntie Lu, who stayed
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behind just long enough
to make sure we sent you off

in proper style.
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dear mom (iv)

Auntie Lu. After you left
us, she became you for us.

Organizing things. Planning
the lavish feast. Up from her

sick bed to instruct us
your wayward offspring.

Which talking chief gets which
fine mats? Of what quality? &

how many? & how many
cases of pisupo? & pilikaki?

& which roast pig? & when?
The gifts flowing back & forth

all night. Speeches flowing back
& forth all night. Lauga. Delegations

of aiga from Savai’i. From ‘Upolu.
From Manu’a. From Tutuila.

From Leloaloa, Atu’u, Pago
Pago, Fagatogo, Faga’itua,
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Tafuna, Leone, Malae’imi.
Alo’au, Alofau, Se’etaga

Nua, Afono, Fagasa, Tula
Faga’itua. From ‘Upolu

Falealili, Poutasi, Apia. From
Savai’i. Lano & Pu’apu’a.

From Hawai’i nei. From
Massachusetts, South Carolina

& D.C. Speeches flowing
back & forth all night. Lauga.

Words to accompany
you across the sky

words to make a boat
words to make your va’a

Sa Tuatagaloa
Sa Seigafo

Sa Falenaoti
Sa Nafanua

Ua pala le ma’a, ae le
pala le upu. Stones

pass away, but words
last forever. Carry you
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to Pulotu. Carry you to
heaven. Carry you across
the sky.
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māNoa valley
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home

September 2004
Journal entry

It's been three months since I arrived back from India. Late afternoon now, tea time. Have just set up 
shop out back on the lanai while tea is seeping: a mix of Assam golden tips and Peet's mango tea from 
the Bay Area. My two continental compass points.

Oceania is home like a second skin, tactile, molecular. But India, especially the Himalaya, is North 
Star for me now. Last week a well-traveled friend said that India was the one place in the world where 
he felt at a complete loss. For me, it felt like being completely found. 

*

As the legend goes, Mānoa valley rains embody the goddess Kauakuahine; and Mānoa winds, her 
twin brother Kahaukani. Hiking down the ridge one day with two other poets, Juliana and Jena, I 
once heard the valley singing. A great Aeolian whirling of sound through the cavernous vessel, as 
though the twins might have been playing a duet on their bullroarers down at the stream. 
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i ChiNg

To achieve a papery quiet
The unseen squeak
Must be weighed & its
Apex released with patience.

The rattle of longing
Eclipses your rant.
It boasts a fortune
In danger, real & imagined

& clacks like bamboo
Rustles on the mountain
When harbor reels with fire
Its touch weakening into gesture.

Expose yourself, then, to
What is alert, & undertake
To burst what is coarse,
What cannot be foiled.

The Tao, stillness moving,
Its vigil, a slight murmur
Attending the abysmal, inkling
Of event beginning to emerge.
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low tide

of our oceans
the watery skin
of earth

pulled back to expose
a webbing of coral
rough & prickly

to hide treasures
of octopus &
spiny sea urchin

her long black spikes
of danger & allure
guarding that golden

softness of sweet
flesh at the center
of ourselves & each

other & other & other
millions of tiny spines
fused into this great

wall of lacy color & refuge
towering from the reef bed
laid for us on the ocean floor
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layered over eons
of lifetimes imprinted
on this architecture of mind

streaming across time
that finds us again
consorting on this

ocean path
now run aground
on the fecund reef

waiting for high tide
to lift us again to the safety
of deep water.

--for the Kali Yuga
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at sixty

the work
is about turning

aside/ but not away
in/ but not at the expense of up
over/ without going under
back/ without turning tail.

at sixty
the work
is about turning

to gibbous moons
yoking blue tides
& riding the mile
stone for stone
gently doing
gently going.

at sixty
the work
is about turning

to see without staring
to depart without fleeing
to arrive without settling
to attend without identifying
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to breathe without gasping
to deflect without rejecting
to reflect without dissecting.

at sixty
the work
is about turning

this penchant
for imprint
into out breath

for clinging
into release

for grasping
into letting

for chatter
into knowing

for dalliance
into return.
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water musiC

Small backyard tent
A golden tabla
Played by Manoa rains

Fluttering of tiny drumbeats
Afloat in a field of sound
The insides of music.

Pulse of water
Bamboo woodwinds
The contralto of Manoa stream

On her way to the sea.
Backyard jam session
In full swing.



ursula aNdkjær olseN
five poems from outgoiNg vessel

traNslated by katriNe Øgaard jeNseN
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a desert of nondegradability
a desert of uselessness

in that i trust

in the desert lies a pyramid
in the pyramid lies a sarcophagus 
in the sarcophagus lies an orb
WHICH is the foundation of all future life
WHICH is the new path to the necessary virginity
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a shaft
my own shaft of longing
with my own shaft of loss

i’ll wait for you by the elevator
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those with orb-shaped eggs
who are swaddled in delicate 
silk crepe woven souls

those with orb-shaped eggs
are my family

my loss is in the right place
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to roll a burning wheel down a hill like a solar symbol
to roll a tenacious orb down a hill like a
like a
like a
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these are my bonehard illusions
i want to break their necks
i want a clean death

a conscious movement AWAY from the flesh
fucking away from it
fucking flesh
get with it

ANYTHING BUT this natural dissipation



Na CastelloZa 
ft. lisa robertsoN aNd
sabriNa soyer
mout av`etZ faCh loNC estatge
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What follows is our translation of a poem from Na Castelloza, a trobaïritz who lived in Auvergne 
at the beginning of 13th Century, and composed a cycle of cansos about – finding – unrequited 
love. We love that Na Castelloza is lustful, raging, funny and tender, switching registers 
sometimes within a single  line. We translated her from Occitan to English, though neither of 
us speaks Occitan. For each poem we translate we also write an accompanying text, which we 
call a Razo. Razos were the descriptive and interpretive texts written to frame, contextualize and 
introduce troubadour poems. They became the norm as the troubadour society in the Aquitaine 
region broke up and dispersed after the Albigensian Crusade beginning in 1209, which was 
fought in the territory where the poems were written and performed. The poets were perhaps not 
targeted by the crusade, but it is hard to know, since the heretical culture of the Cathars and the 
rime-culture of the troubadours shared a geography, a network of patronage, a vernacular, and 
a rejection of the legitimacy of social hierarchy, patriarchal primacy and ideological constraint. 
The poets who survived the crusade and the inquisition that followed went to other places, such 
as Spain, Sicily and Italy.   Having lost their cultural  context and their patrons, but seeking to 
preserve and transmit the troubadour lyric heritage, they supplemented the poems with these 
brief prose preludes, in part to ensure the survival of the work, and also to make it accessible to 
new audiences. While typically Razos were short prose paragraphs, ours are verse poems mostly, 
and talk about the political and natural and philosophical and culinary and social contexts of 
our work together. Since 2018, we have met twice a year for several days in Nalliers, a village 
in Nouvelle Aquitaine,  to pursue this research and translation work from what remains of Na 
Castelloza— 5 poems, one of them contested— and to make a book – I of Song – soon to be 
published by Nion Editions, in Berkeley. Together we become her.
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raZo

10 days is not enough
5 days is not enough
2 days is enough.

The core of western love philosophy
Goes in pain.
3 genders is not enough.

Dompna is a gender
Who loves openly
A moral androgyne
A masculine mistress
A bed, a table, a piece of wood
A philosophical witness
Below the belt.

We went down to the river
To witness rime.
The water was high.
We spoke of
Sweetness becoming rot.

The essential anachrony of rivers
At the moment of translation
Breaks clocks.
All the troubairitz are named Sappho
But we name them Mae West
/
frisssssssh raaaaaaaw plounc
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“All translation appears as a monster in time itself ”
Says Erín Moure, in O Resplandor, translating Derrida
That’s Erín Moure, Dompna
Who feels time passing through their mouth.
Here there is the feeling of something missing
We can’t know what writing meant
But it implies future possibility
Translation transmits
The problem of untransmittable song.

Such as “when I’m caught between two evils
I like to take the one I haven’t tried.”

Women minstrels existed. Illustrations exist. Mae West exists.
She becomes philosophical consciousness.

Mae West defines love: It’s an art, it’s a luxury, it’s a physical culture.

The last tomatoes, the last peppers, the last basil, the last figs, almost decayed
Pass through our mouth.

With the river that we weep from our eyes
We write greetings
More than a hundred.
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mout av`etZ faCh loNC estatge

All the days of your life
Betrayed, I die.

Me, stricken and cut down
Cut or torn as by a wound.

You lived with me for a long time
You pledged and guaranteed

Boyfriend, then you left.
You left me pierced.

If thee I’ve lost
My hope in thee’s

Afraid.

And if you give me wrong for good
Gorgeous with abundant heart

I don’t believe in any bliss
I only love you more. I won’t resist        [rest]

More so am I possessed
No way wd I have fibbed

I was artless
If I can’t have your bliss.
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You I love, tipsily–
Bliss fibbed.

All my habits are bad
Examples for other dames

(They send second hand rimes
Overthought)

I sing to your face
Bare in my truth

This being my own pleasure.
A dame’s worth can increase

Abundant friend
With your knowing kiss.

Damn me if ever my heart wanders!
From you, fickle,

To any crush of any class
However fuckable. Never.

But I think too much, it’s torment
Coz you forget my fond addiction.

If I can’t have your joy
Then you compose my death.

For when a dame goes in anguish
She dies.
 (if no man applies his little dagger)
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My lot is melancholic. All the melancholy
All the damage, is yours.

My husband thanks you
And so does my castle
And so do my ancestors

So if you ever failed me
I pardon you utterly    [with all my guts]

I BEG YOU TO RETURN
Now that you have listened
To my song, I entreat you:

Enter my truth.



Carlos lara
a spell of remedios varo’s
you’ll Never sleep agaiN
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a spell of remedios varo’s

The diamond tenderness of turning back, come alive

Conniption of internal blinding jibe, come alive

Inscribed bleeding banner of sighs, come alive

Corporeal blade of twinship waters, come alive

Dense cranial exodus of deeming, come alive

Questic lyre of termination’s yammering, come alive

Vibrous revelations in Kennedy blue, come alive
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Self-portrait with whimsical egret soap, come alive

Transient red and white cylinder seer, come alive

Typhoon of a numinous staring haze, come alive

Purple island in sanity’s marrow, come alive

All the heads in a barren salon, come alive

You can be you, come alive

Orbiting apostles of courtesy, come alive

The end of the master’s forensics, come alive
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Virus in the ledger’s collective eerie tide, come alive

I have been with the kinematic silence, come alive

Increased paroxysmal dearth, come alive

Insurance investigations of peripheral mouths, come alive

Stay there in the life-colored carcass, come alive

Quotable piss votes, come alive

Decent deaths and decent rentable elevators, come alive

In the vast pelvic dawn moods, come alive
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Chihuahuan monastery manacles, come alive

Ceramic heretical positioning purse, come alive

Beluga amnesia skimmer, come alive

Maniacal steel of docile dead acres, come alive

Nothing baguettes nothing, come alive

Bees in the darkest vacuum, come alive

Room of the fulminating carousel, come alive

Floor within terror’s day-by-day vigesimals, come alive
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Smoothies for the augur’s reality requests, come alive

Imperial munchkin as Costa Rica, come alive

Afterhours exegesis of cocaine, come alive

Blueberry scones and barriers of hell, come alive

Loquacious vein with fervor’s seals, come alive

A knife but your knife dissolving, come alive

Foetid metropolitan sacre, come alive

Napping oblong solicitor, come alive
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Gluttonous agate booty, come alive

Severe pepper in the periodontist’s upgrade, come alive

Sensational hazard creep cloning havoc, come alive

Chimaerical bloodbath blouse, come alive

The cross of the therapist’s wand, come alive

Gunmetal spell of the unfelt pelt, come alive

Snowy jurisdiction of a singed harp, come alive

Breathing in bourbon in sheer waves, come alive
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Capital couch of all hell, come alive

Districts of human curtain rods, come alive

Ruby lapel pidgin, come alive

Barrister of the unintelligible crouton counselor, come alive

Transnational photon diet, come alive

Porphyry of gesticulating silence, come alive

Sore pencil of indictments, come alive

Dead man-girl forming messages, come alive
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Hollow witness of wind’s speech, come alive

What shoe in the lake sitting the false stuff down, come alive

Happy birth dinner first, come alive

Eye of the chemical appearance, come alive

Two in the myriad malaprop guns, come alive

I knock on the headstone of blonde blocks, come alive

Here fortune goes on in the fumes, come alive

In the carbon packs in the unseeable email, come alive
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Dead to three dots of varsity gayness, come alive

Come with real estate in realistic shapes, come alive

I doubt the special razor will save you, come alive

There in the readful geist of what’s welcome, come alive
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you’ll Never sleep agaiN

For me and from me to believe
The wild vagina of dredge
Tourists don’t tour here anymore
Bathhouse winds stripping generally
Stuffing a roadblock down my pant leg
Old oak tree type of pain
That responsibility is more of the suitor’s
Surfing with a roadblock in my wetsuit
A perfect baby for an arched ridge
See me in an olive-colored obstacle bringer
Thinking about targeted wood captains
Especially while fixing Spring and All
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you’ll Never sleep agaiN

I wanted this to be famous words
A crimson on crimson cloud if you will
Or Venetian-blue train of cloaks
In a derivative tide of dignity
All this time
Risking my neck for a slice of the pie
The excited debutante singing
I’ve seen the world in a skull
Magnetized by the whole of the day
The antecedent of whiteness
Blinding heart buds
Timeless charts of necromancy 
The blessings of night inscribed on hell’s bowels
I knew all the cards by heart 
And the dumb gatekeepers
Limpidly asking what is my lightning spree
Inside of the season of blood
Time going in and out
The sky punctuating its lease
With some sort of spray of sunshine
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you’ll Never sleep agaiN

History is often endless
How much abomination is for healing
I turned that burden into peace
The chief drama: that I must back off 
Back in the diamond pill chase again
How neat is failure 
Life as a blind entrance
The beige of poetry erupts
Hence the ‘dentistry’ when what I really saw 
 was ‘destiny’
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raúl Zurita
from soNg of the solitary ChildreN

traNslated by daNiel borZutZky
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i am yorka saliNas martíN 

his sister 

Isidro was born in Santiago on February 12, 1968. We were five siblings. Our parents were 
Margarita and Benedicto. He was a very quiet kid, and we were always together. He was like a 
little old man, only two years older than me, and very protective. Our father was a musician and 
when he went out on tour Isidro would be the man of the house. 
We lived in different parts of Santiago. He was very smart. He absorbed everything he studied 
without much effort. Our grandmother Elba lived on Gran Avenue. He would pick me up at 
school and we would spend weekends with her. 
He was dark, skinny and tall, with hair  like our father’s. When he was around sixteen he started to 
go to parties with his friends from church, the Parroquia La Estampa, on Independencia Avenue. 
He liked disco and the rock band Soda Stereo. His best friend was our cousin Ulises. They spent 
a lot of time together, and they would dress to impress. Ulises would defend him, because my 
brother was a lot smaller. 
We had a good time when we lived on 5 de abril Street. He went to high school at the Liceo Pedro 
Aguirre Cerda, and he always won the prize for best student. Later, the school would name it the 
Isidro Salinas Award for the best students. 
In our house we always believed in leftist ideas. When he was eighteen-years old he became a 
militant in The Front: after our Uncle Camilo died (he was also in The Front), our mother joined 
and Isidro went with her. He understood things then that I could not. 
When they murdered him, he was with our mother and our aunt at the house in Mamiña. Isidro 
was eighteen-years old, in his third year of high school. Yes, Isidro Hernán Salinas was executed 
on June 30, 1986. I am his sister, Yorka Salinas Martín and I remember him. 

 

       //You too should remember them 
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     Remember that once I was and now I am not
     Remember the hate, remind me 
     in the demolished offices of the mornings 
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i am Carlos urrá lÓpeZ

his graNdsoN

Grandpa Bernado was born on December 1, 1911 in Tocopilla and he grew up in a working-
class family. My grandfather lost his father at a young age.  He trained as a metalworker and I 
imagine that the harshness of life on the Pampas did not allow him to be indifferent. He found 
the strength that marked his life as a politician, as a communist social activist. 
He was dark-skinned, large and sturdy, he enjoyed meals and family parties. He married María 
Olga Flores and had four kids. When I was young my mother would tell me that on Christmas he 
would go out very early and spend the entire day in the streets looking for gifts for his grandkids, 
that he would come home in the last hours of the day to eat and distribute the gifts. 
My grandfather was a man who was very dedicated to my family. We remember him always trying 
to make us smile, bringing his grandkids together and making sure the people around him were 
having a good time. He loved the ballet, the opera, and on his trips to Cuba or the Soviet Union 
he would escape to the theatre as often as he could. He was a caring man, freethinking and a lover 
of culture: he learned French by reading the dictionary and he would walk around the house 
repeating the words he read. 
I was born in ’83. I never got to know him but his memory has always been with me. My mother 
even says that he dreamt of having a grandson who was an artist. 
On April 2, 1976, he was arrested in his house in Quintero along with wife, María Olga Flores 
and we never heard from them again. My grandfather was named Bernardo Araya Zuleta. He was 
arrested and made to disappear in April 1976. I am Carlos Urra López, his great-grandson. I don’t 
have his name, but I have his blood and I remember him. 

       ///You too should remember them  
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                remember theN  

Remember the double-face of love and hate
and its one-of-a-kind skull
Remember the scream-crossed winters and 
remember the arrows of summer
Remember the black felt of the weeks
and atrocity number 509
But above all remember
poor memory of mine
that here nothing, no one nor nobody is forgotten 



kristiN dykstra
four poems
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Figure in the sugarhouse. Where once were birthed lambs, now are birthed liquids. Treelines 
sprung back into the sheep-nibbled sky. Figure mounts lines, pegs one tree to the next, seeks 
out the slight declination. You are silver and bronze. Figure installs first sights of some plasticine 
web, funneling sap across the land. Years ago a moose walked into a line and dragged it miles 
off into the forest. Here and now some cicatrix shows, a barb under the tree’s grown bark. Some 
cicatrix under the figure’s thick clothes. The now-and-future fear of the roots slowing, a time of 
diminished trees.
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Motors, a lot delineated by the edge of one motor sound and the start of the next, the ingenuities, 
the deafness, the triumphalism of noise, the way the noise of its triumph carries across valleys, 
windows of time separating one motorized sound from the next. You are silver and gold, I am lucid. 
The world floods with photographs. Stop your mind, hold blanks in the story, bob elimination 
through the memory. 
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Tourist holds up a paper then lets it drop, looks, squints, looks again, lifts up a device and lets 
it drop. Tourists here and tourists there, some want to get lost, others fear getting lost. Inside 
the outside. Figures holding up one economy while irrelevant to another. What is there to say 
anymore. These publics, facing down. Looking from outside toward an inside, or outside toward 
an outside, or toward insiders wondering where the inside went, or toward some other thing 
entirely. Wait. Where did that Olympian go?
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Blue heron holds in place, its place is in a pond, the pond’s place is to the north of the road, water 
rises, water sinks. Now the heron boats back and forth alone above electrical lines. You are silver 
and gold. Tailfeathers ellipse away. The heron’s nest is not alone. Its colony arcs trees and bushes, 
the ones down by the river. Pick one:

• Photography is an emotional response to light
• Rules are, by definition, simple – and animals are not
• [X]



marCelo morales
“i weNt to the Coast wheN the 
paNdemiC was reCediNg...”

traNslated by kristiN dykstra
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I went to the coast when the pandemic was receding and I had a Walcott kind of thought. It 
looks like the wave is the thing that breaks, but the thing that breaks is the ocean. They showed a 
documentary about his life, the man sitting there to watch the dusk with his abundance of being, 
his Greek vision of the Caribbean, his friendship with Brodsky. He looked like a God seated at 
Olympus, or a Joyce, or a millionaire facing a screen in a cinema, or a cat in a box or …

Cyclops, were you asking my illustrious name? My name is Nobody.

My beach was a phantom from the socialist world, a place in ruins, its cabanas and bathrooms 
filled with graffiti and propaganda … Facilities, the Americans call these things, facilities.

Virgil, were you asking my name? My name is nothing.

I sat down on the sharp rocks there … I’ve never met a single Greek … 

Nobody I will eat last among his comrades, and the others first.

On the horizon, the cloud of dust from the Sahara, full of tiny bugs and bacteria.

Your name Ulysses, Odysseus, your name Walcott, your name Nobody. Your name abandoned 
location, your name dust when the wind passed by, body when love passed by, your name clock 
in a pawnshop, your name enclosed interior of a case, your name countdown, your name letter 
opener in a mahogany drawer, your name water before the sun touches it.

Alcides, are you asking your name? Your name is Nobody.



mohammed khaïr-eddiNe
swiNg plow
the tomb of lÉoN-goNtraN damas
love letter to the aNgels who areN’t 

listeNiNg
psalm 2005

traNslated by jake syersak
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swiNg plow

The moment the salt of the envisioned sea returns
judiciously re-envisioned along the ruinousness of your tongue—
hearts opening into absent julidae—
The moment your life worms through its fertilizer,
The moment woman and her entourage of lithobiidae
follow these throughways, thoroughly delirious
—skulls smashed to smithereens against the walls, knives drawn
by the silence choking through the laughter 
emanating from your head that’s filled with nothing but my lightning!… 

The moment the city obstructs the sky with the intestines
and vomit of hanged children,
swaying from the icterus of your smile—
how wondrous!
The moment I whip back your fear
with a comma your caustic blood comes oozing out of !…

The moment the country makes an industry of its death, looming 
around as single-mindedly as pomegranate wasps…
the moment the storm lays down the law to the teapot…
the moment the wells go putrid, when cobras
swallow the motherly eyes…

The South explodes into a thousand rapiers 
disheveling your every nerve…
and the swing plow reigns over the doldrums of stone the people
wander about, suspended from the deleterious stars.
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Do you recognize these people, any of them? No! you’ve only caught 
glimmers of them sucked under the wheel of a passing car.
A woman, slender and beautiful, looked on
as the working man died…His sunbaked, shapely calves 
contrasted sharply against the blood
flowing out and onto the highway. The car twinkled
under the afternoon sun.

*     *     *

The rich man’s child was playing around in the torrent’s mud. 
He was full of joy. The entirety of summer was upbraiding his blissful little 
body.

*     *     *

The poor man’s child, who never made his way to the other side of the 
mountain,
was singing and sharpening reeds. He was paddling and fishing 
peacefully. He was punished.

*     *     *

The one you love is the bearer of cloves,
and nails, and rings, and nocturnal laughter;
a torrent of gravel rolls around inside her enlightened eyes: 
for she is the indispensable vestment of day.

Naked woman, I know that your licentious ways would swim over you…
on the verge of becoming waves, which would slap like obese jellyfish.
I know that Time exists,
outfitted with swords, lounging across the skin of an embittered people.
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Along with this little twerp who shines over your devastation,
o mother!

The serpents, the scorpion, the rats themselves
were all foaming at the mouth, caressing my fresh wounds.

My destiny writhed underneath the grinding wheel; a vibrant grain
of barley, to be crushed.
And the women would sing. An old leper along the road 
would speak his truth: “there is nothing beyond
that mountain”

Later, I discovered the world as it is.
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the tomb of lÉoN-goNtraN damas

At the very moment everything dies, everything becomes powerful once again: 
God catches a glimpse of the fears and blood dwelling within in his 
neutron dreams…and seizes upon what the sands manifest
in the marvelously lightning-filled sky, in the terrors that devastate me.

Seated there, beside you, on the backs of tiger beetles, are the mages 
from a time of astral immersion, on the receiving end of your phlegm,
Damas!  The golds of old!  oh!  the golds, eerily
grounded by the screams of prophets rising into the air! 

Every night comes alive with you, in this world’s slow death
where every limb is lost, and every finger disowns its hand, 
and even morning, morning enshrined in your every nerve,
whirls its series of inhuman fermentations around you.

You propel your hyperbolic soul into chaos,
for you are the lightless child!
Carved into the exquisite beam of hells,
you ooze from that same vast dream that hardens us. 

—like a ventilation hole, the names borne through
dissolving into the infinity of memory…
but what about the aimless bodies, killed in cold blood, the absent bodies?
 
And what about us, for that matter! what about us,
executioners of earth, plunderers of putrescent heavens?
After all, the walls remember; after all, my head spews 
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forth this astral whorl that was crushed inside our hearts.
I breathe out fears and flowers; I, on my feet, but dead,
a bitter schist my eye withdraws from, in place of desired

love, that pointed edge that etches an old delirium into the rock!
What about us, on our feet, prisoners of blood-thirsty cities?
And the Order! Ah! break free of that order, my child!

Wading through your souls as if one overflowing river,
Damas, having forever been, forever shall you remain, 
in our eyes, our walls… 

I approach you, filled with unparalleled barley.
And death
and the death of the dragonfish, none other than my song

And all of us, adjoining our hatreds together
as Africa curls its eyelashes, queuing 
up its assassins…

What if, from within our bodies, the street were to break out
in laughter, spreading across the pavement in 
mutilated nerves, in blood

roused and ready to take it all back, like a dog its ball!…
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love letter to the aNgels who areN’t listeNiNg

From the depths of the hibiscus flower bearing the world upon
its fingertips,
stripped from the waist down, its curvature reaching out in the direction of your voice;

From the depths of space locked behind my eyelids,
butterfly-less, rose-less, filling with the fog of your eyes… 
Ah! from the depths of the twilight-inflected sky

(pitiable, laid out across a bank of horned vipers,
teeth worn away light-years ago);
from the depths of shattered mirrors, I watch you

spring to life in an emulsion of red and green making your way across
this febrile Sahara…
Here where the threads spew from the bombyx mori.

It’s no ripened date, o Sun, but you who continuously taunt
this sea, …nor is it the rancid milk that consumes us…
nor the thundering cavalcade overcoming your nerves,
horse braying with the quasars’ cracked grins…
absolutely nothing, here, that might pry your dutifully pure 
fingers, your irreparable fingers, from my hobbles!

Paths adjoining themselves to Time, outlined
throughout our opprobrium. Scoliosed men sliding out 
of themselves…I invite you
to feast upon their corpse.
Break out the thyme, the soldanella! Break out
in laughter…
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At the stroke of midnight, upon my skull, your red and black boughs
and pestilence! Pestilence of sniggering ancestors…
At the stroke of midnight, the flute, the rifle, and the arrow
and the wrath and the silence and the muted gong
upholstering my memory with variegations of violations.

Absent body, destroyer of bodies, crushing
the blood-soaked people underneath your feet…
stoking inside your eye this world that blossoms
from beneath the weight of desire, the weight of canopic jars,
you who laugh not and weep not and deal no blow.

Desert upon my scale-covered face, sharp wrinkle
of my soul upon the harrowed spine of the seas…
Soubresaut restrained by the thread the orb weaver spins…
I charge forward into the eloquence of a cemetery,
panning the waters for shadows, the master of moons dealt its deathly
blow.

*     *     *

(Dakar and Gorée)

Nearby this flock of sparrow hawks dredging up gold from 
the seas
and our arteries sliced into the waves’
rhythmic clarity
by the feminine murmurations of the koras.

This is the evening out of which myth will rise 
and this is the combined tempestuousness 
of Dakar and Gorée, stirring my forlorn heart.
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Here, while the laughing plasma of the night
releases my love into bouquets of sparrow hawks,
the light sanctifies my suicide.

May the street breathe something other than
the grin of the eclipse into the vast regions of my blood, 
via the salient image of basalt!

I tan my lightning strike of a skin, o lions
of old, over-
seers of the sea’s weariness.

May the baobab and may the tam-tam
of the fugitive troglodyte
dance inside my eye, overflowing with mothers’ milk!

*     *     *

for Leopold Sédar Senghor

Night after night, the Futa Tooro rears
itself around all things,
by way of the elytra extending from the insects…
A Casamancean woman entangled in its bolong trees and a lone
Mandinka up to the neck
in gods who’s wasting away inside this superb museum:
one delicate night dropped into my palms along with
its pirogue-like stars kept afloat on the waves of my wrinkles…

It’s the hematite dawn that’s overflowing in my arteries
and my eyes outdistancing your face,
your beloved heart, rolling over my cheeks whenever the sea 
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begins to call.
Shatter! Ah! shatter, heart of mine,
like a bowl brimming with blood that some inept sorcerer
has left behind in the magnificent trenches of dreams!

Alone with my lamp and you so close that you beat against
my temples
ever so gently…
your vast, impalpable body filling out the apartment
I see you. I see the inexpressible perform its dance; I caress
your little secret that no orchid will ever be able to delight in,
before the wide-open bay
and the beer foaming over the rim of its glass and the earth
breathing out the day’s weight, breathing out the blackness of the crows.

The papaya tree whirling in the wind, which the cricket will inscribe
with a tender-loving message for the heavens to illuminate;
here we are, reunited on opposing palms.
Ah! may the boa relinquish its grip at last and may we usher in 
the dancing sound!

The ancestors, the builders of empires, the great quarrelers— 
The women of the South who you will carve into my forehead,
and you, poet, siting back with your lips around the bottle
in the whereabouts of some square in Marrakesh or Seville…
I usher in an overwintering, harmonizing with the shivers
traversing the night of mangroves and bolongs.
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psalm 2005
    (The Tomb of Alioune Diop)

I let my visionless tears dry out
in the focus of the ellipsis, over the Saga
of lyrical life…

Alioune
so formidable in your tunic of aether. 

You entrust the clear rose
to our tectonic glances
that cold-cut into you, Great Chiseler!
on the way to swarming anthills.

Zinnia! Zinnia! I pledge my love
to you with the impeccably
inflamed blaze of udders
that midnight fastens my tear to.

You solemnize the crescent Moon
of summer,
springing from the porphyry,
from the bobbin lace and the lightning!

Because it was out of Ur and Dakar that your vetch flowered
with sisal and iron, 
deployed with tranquility, these unassuming gods of the earth.

Alioune!
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Blindness strikes the glutton  
with the muzzle of the relics
from a tormented sky grown
pale as a minstrel’s blackface:

Nocturne! Nocturne!
rasping with contused lightning
contorted along the knife’s blade…
reptilian reassembler,
irradiating my memory,
inflecting you with the soft
utopian taffeta
of blood
entwined with my night!

Alioune!
Teranga! Teranga!
to your turbulent soul.



virgil
the aeNeid, book 10

traNslated by david hadbawNik
images by omar al-Nakib
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[Aeneas makes his way slowly to join the war already raging in Italy and eagerly joins the fight. 
Pallas, son of his key ally King Evander, gives a stirring speech and leads his men out into the field. 
Turnus is alerted to the advance of Pallas and meets him alone in battle.]

III. Stupet inscius ipse Tros Anchisiades… 

Now day passes from sky.
Soulful Phoebe rides amidst heavens
with her nocturnal horses.
Aeneas (no rest for the wicked)
sits steering the rudder himself
and tending sails. Behold – 
some of his own recognize him,
 NYMPHS
lovely Cybele had transformed
from ships
 surge together
seeing their king from far off
 whirl
in song and dance
  CYMODOCEA
best of them in talking
grips the stern in one hand
while churning the waves with the other
 says

 “Wake up, son of a god.
 Time to get a move on.
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 We used to be pines from atop sacred Ida.
 We were your fleet! When Rutulians
 threatened us with flame, we 
 broke moorings (reluctantly)
 and now seek you out in the waves.
 The goddess having pitied us 
 made us goddesses to roam
 the sea. But to the point:
 Your son, Ascanius, is penned in
 by the warlike Latins.
 The Arcadian cavalry and eager Etruscans
 are there, just like they’re supposed to be.
 But Turnus won’t let them link up
 with the camp. So get moving.
 Rise up with the rising sun 
 and summon your allies. 
 Grab the invincible shield
 given to you by the fire god himself,
 the one that’s ringed with gold.
 Tomorrow’s light, if you believe
 what I’m telling you, will bring stacks
 of dead Rutulians.”    

So she speaks and as she goes strikes
the ship with a knowing hand
that makes it fly through the waves
faster than an arrow carried 
by the wind. 
 The other ships quicken behind him.
The son of Anchises is stupefied,
but his soul is nevertheless lifted by this omen.
Gazing at the heavens he prays
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to the gods of Ida to put a hop in his step.
Day chases night and as light angles
over the water he orders allies
to follow his lead. Pumping them up
to prepare themselves for the battle to come.
And NOW
 with the Trojan camp in sight

he stands on the stern and raises
 his flashing shield in his left hand 
SO THAT
 men raise a shout to high heaven
 from the walls. New hope courses
 through their veins. They hurl weapons
 making a clatter like cranes
 coming home to the Strymon 

under black clouds.

To the Rutulian king and his minions
this seems crazy, until glancing back
they catch sight of the whole sea
alive with ships. Zoom in on Aeneas:
Atop his helmet the tip of his plume 
shimmies like flame and the shield’s gold boss
belches fire, not unlike shooting stars
strafing the night sky blood red
or when burning Sirius blasts
poor mortals with thirst and sickness
and makes the sky sad with weird light.

But Turnus isn’t the least bit daunted.
He lifts his men’s spirits – actually, he razzes them –
with these words:
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 “This is the moment you’ve all been waiting for.
 Mars is now in your hands, guys! Think of
 your wives, your homes. Remember
 great deeds done by your fathers. Let’s race them
 to the wave’s edge and meet them
 with steel while their feet slip
 at first touch of land. Fortune
 favors the bold.”

As he speaks he does a mental tally:
Who to bring with him to shore
and who to leave here by the walls.

Meanwhile Aeneas starts marching his men
onto land from steep gangways.
Many watch for the sea to calm 
and take a short leap straight over the edge.
Tarchon watching for the waves
to stop reverberating suddenly
turns his prow and calls to his men:
 “Now O chosen guys
 lean on your oars, really
 bring it, bear down
 on the enemy’s shore
 and let keels crease
 furrows. I’m not worried
 about wrecking ships
 as long as we reach land.”

At these words the men rise up
on their oars and ships spew foam
on Latin fields. All prows hold
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the shore unscathed. All but
yours, Tarchon. For while thrashing
in shallows she hangs a long time
on an iffy ridge 
  awkwardly balanced
till the waves break her and
plunge men into water.
Broken oars and bits of wood
block them while waves 
suck at their feet.
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TURNUS brooks no delay
but boldly positions his lines
along the shore facing the Trojans.
Trumpets sound. First AENEAS
busts in among the rustics–
pretty good omen for his side–
and takes down Theron, who’d come 
rushing at him. Cutting through
gold seams and tunic the sword
 opens his side.
Then he drops a lot of other guys.

 LICHAS
   who’d 
     been
       cut 
     from
   dead

   mother’s
     wound
       at birth
     dedicated
   to you
     Phoebus
       why?

      had he been allowed to live at all?

 tough CISSEUS
   huge GYAS
    check out PHARUS
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who talks big till Aeneas

     hurls a spear straight through
     his yapping mouth.

You too, silly Cydon,
would’ve fallen while following
your new joy, Clytius, whose jawline’s
golden with lovely fuzz –
cut down having lost
all loves of youth –
were it not for the hard band of your brothers
children of Phorcus, seven of ’em,
throwing seven spears.
Some bounce ineffectively off
helm and shield, some lovely Venus
deflects so they only graze the flesh.
Aeneas calls to trusty Achates:
 “Bring me weapons.
 They won’t fly from my hand in vain.
 You know the ones – they were stuck
 in the bodies of Greeks on the Trojan plain.”

Then he hurls a great spear
 that crashes through the brass shield
  of Moeon and slices through his 
   corslet and chest.
His brother Alcanor rushes to help
 holding him up with right arm
  but
   since
    the spear keeps going it
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  pierces HIS arm too
   so that arm hangs limp from 
    shoulder, sinews
     showing.
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Next Numitor. He seizes the spear
from his brother’s body and …
  but he can’t strike Aeneas
 and instead grazes Achates’ thigh.

Here’s Clausus from Cures, faith in his 
youthful loins, from a distance hits Dryops
with a well-thrust spear. Piercing his throat
robs him mid-sentence of voice and life.
He hits the ground head-first and vomits
thick gore. Three Thracians too, of the high folk
of Boreas, he kills in various ways.
 …
The fight’s really humming now. 
Like in heaven when discordant winds
battle for supremacy, equal in spirit
and force – winds, clouds, seas,
none will yield. The battle’s long
and everything stands opposed
and uncertain. In this way
the Latins and Trojans
rush together, foot to foot,
face to face, man to man. 
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IV. dispersa immittit silvis incendia pastor…

But elsewhere a flood has washed out
rocks and torn bushes from banks.
Pallas sees his men break off pursuit
of the enemy and abandon horses,
not accustomed to such uneven terrain.
He makes a last-ditch effort to stop them,
now begging, now accosting their virtu
with harsh words:
 “What’s your hurry, friends?
 In the name of your own bold deeds,
 in the name of your king, Evander,
 in the name of wars you’ve won–
 in my name, now growing to match
 the fame of my dad’s – don’t run away.
 Let’s cut a path through the broken steel
 of our enemies. 

Where the glob of men’s thickest, 
there your country needs you most.
With me, Pallas, in the lead. No gods
fight us. It’s all mortals here. 
We’re equal to them in numbers
and spirit. And look – there’s the sea
at our backs, and we’ve run out of land
for running. Should we dive into the ocean
 or seek Troy?”

So saying, he hurls himself into the enemy. 

Up first: unlucky Ligus. He’s tugging at a heavy stone
when Pallas thrusts a spear through his ribcage
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that severs the spine before he yanks it back out.
Next, Hisbo. He’d hoped to surprise Pallas
from above. Not a chance. The prince 
simply takes out his sword and shoves it
into the guy’s lung.
  Sthenius, Anchemolus…
Larides and Thymber, twin sons of Daucus,
so similar even their parents can’t always say
which is which. Well, Pallas makes it easier
to tell you apart:

your head, Thymber, is cut off
by Evander’s sword; and Larides,
your right hand stretches in vain
for your sword with dying fingers.

Seeing all this, the Arcadians are pretty fired up
and flood the field in anger and shame.

Then Pallas runs through Rhoetus as he flies by
in his chariot.

This gives Ilus a bit of space and time.
For Pallas had aimed his spear at Ilus
from a distance only to see it skewer
Rhoetus instead
  so that guy rolls
dead onto Rutulian soil.
He’s like a fire, Pallas is,
spreading through shepherds’ fields
suddenly everywhere at once.
Sitting victoriously and looking down
at the rampant flames.
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Just so the gallantry of all your men
comes together in support, Pallas.

But now Halaesus, tough in war,
busts up the gathering tucked in tight
behind his shield. 
 He slaughters:
  Ladon
  Pheres
  Demodocus
  Strymonius
   (beheaded with sword)
  Thoas
   (hit in face with rock)
   (spraying bones mixed with brain and gore)
 
So Pallas goes after him. First he prays.
 “Give now, Father Tiber, 
 good luck to the spear I throw 
 so it finds its way to Halaesus’s heart.
 Your oak will hold these arms
 and those of my enemy.”

The god hears. While Halaesus covers Imaon
the unlucky guy exposes his breast to Arcadian spear.

But now Lausus. A big part of the war.
He’s not the least bit frightened by
the frenzy of bloodshed unleashed by Pallas.
He puts his men in order. Then 
he wastes Abas, who’s been
a tough nut to crack in battle.
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After that the flower of Arcadia’s
cut down, the Etruscans and
so many Trojans who’d escaped Greeks.
Bodies grapple all up and down the lines.
They’re so equally matched and fighting
so close together that hands
can hardly reach weapons and weapons
have no room to move. Now Pallas
meets Lausus. Not much difference
between them in age. They both look swell.
Spoiler alert: Fortune’s not going to let
either one of them go back home.
But not, as it happens, by each other’s hand.
It’ll be an even greater enemy
who cuts each of them down.

Meanwhile, Turnus is off doing Turnus things
when his sweet sister warns him to go help Lausus.
He says to his men:
 “Time to hang back from the fight.
 Pallas is owed to me alone. His ass
 is mine. I just wish his father
 could be here to watch.”

The men step off from the plain at his command.
The Rutulians having withdrawn, the young man
is transfixed by Turnus, gazing at his vast frame
and glowering from afar.
Pallas speaks:
 “Either I’ll grab some spoils or
 suffer a regal death. It’s a win-win.
 So drop the threats.” 
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He moves
 to the midst
 of the field
   but
 blood runs cold
 in his heart.

Turnus
 stalks like a lion
 approaching a bull
 on the plain, meditating
 on battle, just so
   leaps
 from his chariot 
 to approach
  on foot.

When he thinks the enemy’s
 close enough PALLAS
  moves first hoping
 for anything that might improve
 the odds of his unequal strength, yells:

  “Through my dad’s hospitality
  and table which you enjoyed
  when you showed up unannounced
  I pray to you, Hercules. HELP
  my huge undertaking. Let Turnus
  watch me tear the bloody armor
  from him with his dying eyes.”

 Hercules hears this and groans
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 deep in his heart, pouring forth
  useless tears.
 Jove, his father, speaks:

  “To everything 
  there is a season. Time
  is short for all – but
  to extend fame by actions,
  that’s the work of virtu.
  So many died under
  Troy’s high walls, sons
  of gods, even Sarpedon,
   my son…
  Now … now the Fates
  decree the moment
   belongs to
   Turnus.”

 So saying, he turns his gaze away from Rutulian fields.



miChèle mÉtail
from Cadastre

traNslated by marCella duraNd
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winter’s leaves 

drifting, float

amid walls into

shadow triangle

of somber angle

and midwood are

fat boughs that

at the tip are,

every day, next

day, blossoming

April 12, 2000: chestnut tree in the courtyard
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above oblivion, 

a hollow to dig

hollow out hole

abyss of memory

hollow evidence

and any vestige

of time’s trace

for its erasure

include exclude

the former zone

April 20, 2000: Potsdamer Platz

stems, so river

reeds saturated

by water plants

stagnant waters

flooding swamps

in sandy ground

thin cluster of

stalks, bulrush

plumes in tufts

marsh, morasses

April 25, 2000: Wannsee
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along the levee

border, an area 

restricted line

aligned, detach

away from shady 

green and great

surveyed colony

from its border

taken in dreams

close enclosure

April 30, 2000: Laubenkonolie,

open gardens of Spandaeur Damm
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close by packed

multitude crush

crowd expecting

to enjoy spread

out on the lawn

but discovers a

mixed afflux of

affluence, spur

of the moment a

Sunday to enjoy

May 13, 2000: Sunday on the Tiergarten lawns
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in front of the    in front of the

façade a gnawed    façade recently

ulcerated brick    painted and its  

its pores break    walls, moldings

disintegrating,    tedium adorning

crumbling close    itself and done

to the road the    contrasted with

crack beginning    the equilibrium

a fissuring eye     of a front view

crooked leprous    frieze of green 

May 20, 2000: Tucholskystrasse buildings



toNgo eiseN-martiN
the ChiCago prairie fire
i make promises before i dream
i do Not kNow the spelliNg of moNey
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the ChiCago prairie fire

First, I must apologize to the souls of the house
I am wearing the cheek bones of the mask only

Like a pill bottle whose name is yours
Name tagged on the side of a factory of wrists

Teeth of the mask now

Back of the head of the mask now 

  New phase of anti-anthropomorphism fending for real faces

Stuck with one of those cultures that believes I chose this family

I am not creative
Just the silliest of the revolutionaries

My blood drying on 
   my only jacket

the police state’s psychic middlemen
Evangelizing for the creation of an un-masses 

An un-Medgar
Blood of a lamb less racialized

or awesome prison sentence
Good God
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A right angle made between a point
On a Louisiana plantation

And 5-year old’s rubber ball 
3 feet high and falling

like a deportee plane 
to complete my interpretation 

(of garden variety genocide) 

I am small talk
about loving your enemies

A little more realistically

About paper tigers 
And also gold…

I need my left hand back 
I broke my neck on the piano keys
Found paradise in a fistfight

Maybe I should check into the Cuba line

Watching the universe’s last metronomes
some call Black Jacobins

Just wait…
These religions will start resigning in a decade or two

Some colorfully 
Some transactional-ly
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In a cotton gothic society

Class betrayal gone glassless/ I mean ironically/ my window started fogging over too 
Wondering which Haiti will get me through this winter

Which poem houses souls

Which socialist breakthroughs
Breakthroughs like ten steps back

Then finally trying stillness

Like introducing Gabriel Prosser to Thelonious Monk

I remember childhood
Remember the word “Childhood” being a beginning 

Scribbling on an amazing grace 

I rented this body from some circumference of slavery

Remember being kicked out of the Midwest

Strange fruit theater
Lithium and circuses
Likeminded stomachs 
The ruling class blessing their blank checks with levy foam…
       with opioid tea 
Sentient dollar bills yelling to each other pocket to pocket
Cello stands in the precinct for accompanying counterrevolutionaries 

My mother raised me with a simple pain
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A poet loses his mind, you know, like the room has weather
Or first-girlfriend gravity

“The difference between me and you
Is that the madness
Wants me forever”

A pair of apartments
Defining both my family
And political composure

Books behind my back
Bail money paved into the streets

Playing:
Euphoria
Euphoria
Cliché

Bracing for the medicine’s recoil

Sharing a dirty deli sandwich with my friends
Black Jacobins

Underground topography
Or grandmother’s hands

Psychology of the mask now

Teeth of the mask again
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i make promises before i dream

No unclaimed, cremated mothers this year

Nor collateral white skin

No mothers folding clothes to a corporate park preamble 
No sons singing under the bright lights of a lumber yard

Quantum reaganomics and the tap steps of turning on a friend

New York trophy parts among 
the limbs of decent people

Being an enraged artist is like 
entering a room and not knowing what to get high off of

My formative symbols/My upbringing flying to an agent’s ears
I might as well be an activist

Called my girlfriend and described 
All the bottles segregationists had thrown at me that day

Described recent blues sites and soothing prosecutions
I feared for my poetry 

You have to make art every once in a while
 While in the company of sell-outs
 Accountant books in deified bulk
 Or while waiting for a girl under a modern chandelier 
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Or in your last lobby as a wanderer

The prison foot races the museum 

My instrument ends

I mean, what is a calendar to the slave?
Also, what is a crystal prism?

“He bought this bullet,
bought its flight,

then bought two more”
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i do Not kNow the spelliNg of moNey

I go to the railroad tracks
And follow them to the station of my enemies

A cobalt-toothed man pitches pennies at my mugshot negative

All over the united states, there are
Toddlers in the rock

I see why everyone out here got in the big cosmic basket
And why blood agreements mean a lot
And why I get shot back at

I understand the psycho-spiritual refusal to write white history or take the glass freeway

White skin tattooed on my right forearm 
Ricochet sewage near where I collapsed 

into a rat-infested manhood

My new existence as living graffiti 

In the kitchen with
a lot of gun cylinders to hack up

House of God in part
No cops in part

My body brings down the Christmas 

The new bullets pray over blankets made from old bullets
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Pray over the 28th hour’s next beauty mark

Extrajudicial confederate statue restoration 
the waist band before the next protest poster 

By the way,
Time is not an illusion, your honor

I will save your desk for last
You are witty, your honor

You’re moving money again, your honor

It is only raining one thing: non-white cops

And prison guard shadows 
Reminding me of
Spoiled milk floating on an oil spill

A neighborhood making a lot of fuss over its demise

A new lake for a Black Panther Party

Malcom X’s ballroom jacket slung over my son’s shoulders
Pharmacy doors mid-slide

   The figment of village
      a noon noose to a new white preacher

Wiretaps in the discount kitchen tile
-All in an abstract painting of a 

president

Bought slavers some time, didn’t it?
The tantric screeches of military bolts and Election-Tuesday cars
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A cold-blooded study in leg irons
Leg irons in tornado shelters
Leg irons inside your body
 
Proof that some white people have actually fondled nooses

That sundown couples 
made their vows of love over   

opaque peach plastic
and bolt action audiences  

Man, the Medgar Evers-second is definitely my favorite law of science

Fondled news clippings and primitive Methodists 

My arm changes imperialisms 
Simple policing vs. Structural frenzies
Elementary school script vs. Even whiter white spectrums

Artless bleeding and
the challenge of watching civilians think
 

“terrible rituals they have around the corner. They let their elders beg for public mercy…beg for 
settler polity”

“I am going to go ahead and sharpen these kids’ heads into arrows myself and see how much 
gravy spills out of family crests.”

Modern fans of war
 What with their t-shirt poems
 And t-shirt guilt

And me, having on the cheapest pair of shoes on the bus, 
I have no choice but to read the city walls for signs of my life



Chus pato
three poems from the faCe of the 

quartZes [uN libre favor]

traNslated by eríN moure
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We were leaves of grass
we coated the furniture with green
and the cabinets exhibiting the relics
Celtic?

ah yes, as when Arthur1 writes
j’ai de mes ancêtres gaulois l’oeil bleu blanc, la cervelle étroite, et la maladresse dans la lutte
and the bard...

and thinking about
the sectors that want the battle to be endless

the house was a blood-soaked dune

we were loving the ships, their concavities
and the wave
and all the improper and insensate names
that foam along the crest of a wave

there was a druid
it had tasted the red fruit

those black shoes, they were all we had
to us they were as ballet slippers

in us Aphrodite lives

1  Rimbaud, from “Mauvais sang,” Une saison en enfer (1873): From the Gauls I inherit a clear blue eye, nar-

row skull, and ungainliness in wrestling.
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You sense danger
you see the trees    
surely you too are also    
draped in fog
like the mountain you scale

you realize you’re in the hallucination

that’s what the tapestries are for
for rolling around your body 

under the hooves of horses

so as to be recognized in your ecstasy
and held in memory
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I was a tower
birds raised its walls in the weave of their bodies
when I got close they flew off
I wanted them to return
wrapped my body in the bit left of the shroud 
angular
and I preferred clouds
turned into the needle that marks the sun’s shadow in the wilds
a tweet broke the dawn
and I strolled the boulevards of history
or heard the bells of antique timepieces
some with pendulums

the bird that does not complete the circle
I ponder it



matt turNer
from slab phase
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25
Children big as city blocks
made of less than anger
dead children big as city blocks.

26
Made of less than anger
pleasure of a city block 
made of less than anger.

27
Pleasure of a city block 
ascension is willful
pleasure of a city block.

28
Ascension is willful
rows of entries empty as chairs 
ascension is willful.

29
Rows of entries empty as chairs 
to the smirks of those above
rows of entries empty as chairs.
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30
To the smirks of those above
life wasted building 
to the smirks of those above.

31
Life wasted building 
cladding the expression of pain
life wasted building.

32
Cladding the expression of pain
a fibroid mass of structure 
cladding the expression of pain.

33
A fibroid mass of structure 
grown to global size
a fibroid mass of structure.

34
Grown to global size
a snap of the fingers
grown to global size.

35
A snap of the fingers
to widen the fenestrations
a snap of the fingers.
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36
To widen the fenestrations
children big as city blocks
to widen the fenestrations.

37
Children big as city blocks
made of less than anger
dead children big as city blocks.

38
made of less than anger
pleasure of a city block 
made of less than anger.

39
Pleasure of a city block 
ascension is willful
pleasure of a city block.

40
Ascension is willful
rows of entries empty as chairs 
ascension is willful.

41
Rows of entries empty as chairs 
to the smirks of those above
rows of entries empty as chairs.
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42
To the smirks of those above
life wasted building 
to the smirks of those above.

43
Life wasted building 
cladding the expression of pain
life wasted building.

44
Cladding the expression of pain
a fibroid mass of structure 
cladding the expression of pain.

45
A fibroid mass of structure 
grown to global size
a fibroid mass of structure.

46
Grown to global size
a snap of the fingers
grown to global size.

47
A snap of the fingers
to widen the fenestrations
a snap of the fingers.
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48
To widen the fenestrations
children big as city blocks
to widen the fenestrations.

49
Children big as city blocks
violent children of house
children big as city blocks.



saNiya saleh
the sadNesses of the sparrows
the wouNd aNd the visioN
the roots of the wiNds
eyes of grass
fiNal death
the CoNdemNed lakes
the straits of air

traNslated by robiN moger
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the sadNesses of the sparrows

1

the captive sparrows flying free
are light 
         like stars
and the peach trees lift
their limbs up bare beneath the snow

2

the sparrow which is born with night 
it sings between my heart and yours
and we are lost when it takes fright
and flies

3

and I am born with the shadow
and I die in the light—
naked— where the violets are
the only memory— left
of the— what is left of the— soul 
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4

I dreamed of the old smiles and I raised them to the fire and my face turned to ashes

5

beloved, for you 
I will be riddles

I will take my papers, all my papers
and I will burn them all
before regret can take me by surprise
before the door can open onto the abyss

6

woman of storm
from light born 
returned to light once more
you forgot
your whip 
upon the face

7 

the straw drops seeds of silence
the scarlet bird spreads out its wings
the secrets rise
beneath my ribs your image disappears 
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my memory of you presses 
my breath
asphyxiates

8 

in winter
our thoughts sleep and our roses sleep
as the sparrows sleep 
who come from the ends of the night
with fear and waiting borne
between their little wings

9 

dreaming small birds dip
rose beaks in damp wings
heads left to wind
ripple and run to dream

10

you shiver as the sparrows shiver as
the wings of wind beat at their flanks
    and the rain
and above the the sadnesses of evening
I see you
put out
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11

before despair can overtake me
little one 
lock your frightened arms around me
throw their keys into the sea
shutter the shock of your eyes with my eye
so they don’t see my fingers
figured on the spears
don’t let the wails take you by unawares
my witch, o
 woman
braiding her hair in the sun

for the sadness and the journeying over rivers
for the sake of the ink stirred with blood
I lift my face: 
an innocence, a sparrow 
shivering beneath the rain
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the wouNd aNd the visioN

Drowsing, two roses trembling,
Pillow, over you,
Two roses wilting are
My head and this evening,
As the vision’s wing comes sweeping down
The wound is bleeding,
Drop and drop, a

Drop of blood is a birthing, a
Drop of blood is a watering, a
Drop of blood is a grief a grief,
The wounded wing is sweeping
Down, deep and deepening,
And waking is put out.
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the roots of the wiNds

Sea winds snatch the breath away
But suffering is fine aged wine
And these seasons
Forever run away 
To dry land.
I gather in my wings and fall
Like heads of flowers fall
Palely and unrooted,
As yellow as the autumn on the shore,
Bewitched by sea winds.
“The dust on your shore is the gold of regret.
I dream you as a master. 
I flee to your violence and you fold me in
Out of the storm.”
The seasons ever flee to land,
No boat will ever bear me back again.
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eyes of grass

Receive my footsteps, still
And silent street, and drift with me
And cast your dew-bright stories out
To either shoulder of the road
Before the wind comes bodying
The empty pavements and
The night’s refuse.
Street full of misery
And waiting, you were maybe
A brief alley which ran through
To morning’s forest. You yawn
By night and in the day and with the dawn
Throw out your lids like sails across 
Two eyes of dew-bright grass.
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fiNal death

O love, O
Most dark night,
Your missing stars
Are in my heart.

Hot coal of blood
As unstill as a heart 
Beating in fury.
These are evenings in which to bid
The travellers farewell; the nights which
Dress up in the dust of distances,
The long walks.

O death, O
You who waits for me in doorways with
Your final sword,
Follow me, follow me,
I am the victim who does follow you, O
Death, O you
Who through the long nights keeps me company,
Still as the moon,
Familiar as a friend,
Whose secrets do you carry in your eyes?
Your rattling sadness occupies my heart
And the seashells opening are wounds
In my soft clay.
Trace with your gaze my pink thickets
And lie quiet on the pale bed there
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Where madness and the waiting are
Its dust-dull wings.
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the CoNdemNed lakes

The condemned lakes 
Hang in the void of the map
Like African beads 
Pitched and rolled in winds
Both foe and friend.

My two daughters,
Plural things,
Small guardians of the sea,
Are your eyes fixed upon its perfect feast?
The ocean Eucharist?
Small plural things upon
The trembling bridges,
The freckles spread across your noses,
Upon your cheekbones, 
Your tiny kisses turn me sad 
As churches’ bell towers. 
I was bringing you forth in your Bedouin bed
And the world was hurling its waters into the unknown,
And the heart was a metropolis for violence,
And the flood was biting at my knees.
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the straits of air

All the catastrophes
Funnelled through the straits of air
And blew my mouth to bits.
And here comes the sword that cuts
Though there are no more necks
And the actresses are carved up between the strangers:
Mask to the servants,
Flesh to the lords.
Holes in the air, who lives there?
Torturer
Or victim?
The blue flame on the wick
Or the whip’s sting?
The spiteful dark is there, and there
The punishments are dreamt up on the wing
So who would dare to dance or sing?
Come, let us take our bones and store them
In the underground and sign them in,
But will the earth betray us?



víCtor rodrígueZ NúñeZ
from midNight miNutes

traNslated by katheriNe hedeeN
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midNight miNutes / 3

The light is the first visible animal of what’s invisible
José Lezama Lima

They’re everywhere watching us
with their eyes not made for seeing
but to be seen
                          When we catch a glimpse
they run toward the instant
where being’s blindness
                                             can’t catch up
Childhood with no deer
                                              and with just one horn
to braid vigils honeysuckle
frozen among bits of charcoal
Childhood of secrecies where the light emerged
from every dark corner
                                           with its goring

Childhood woven
with loose fibers and knots coherent
from the tired night horn
Hanging from its tail
the animal with a fragrant name
                                                            unpronounceable
Has been in the ceaseless periwinkle 
at the door of the Bedouin dwarf
who removes the last toys from its path 
With that somber sniffing
what’s it looking for to sate its hunger
if not the light?
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Like the salamander 
                                      furiously slow
I move along these greens
                                                 they begin to smoke
And like the cicada with no history
I whistle to mark
the edges of a fire
                                 stoked by patience
But the deer programmed by my son
come to parade
in the night that pulses like a cell
Stained with insomnia
                                           indelible nuance
leaks glances and beclouds hands
On elbows in the rust I greet them
with all this silence in another tongue

I taught the vines the best
way to get to the shadow
For them beneath a nostalgic wind
                                                                  I looked for
branches with airplants
Since then they’ve stopped moving
They don’t know where
to frizz up their desires
                                           and in my absence they catch sight of you
They are these same convergent lines
with no point to drop dead on
Night turned to squirrel
                                              lying in wait
on a treetrunk made by wind
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Night become jasmine
                                           crouched
over the one swallow that made summer  
These shadow salts
                                    starryless
are the only proof against you
The frogs in the sky
dive
         don’t stop accusing you
The deer are antlered angels 
longings on alert
                                And they pasture their dew
their toad cadence
                                   before splitting the shadow

I am their exorbitant pupils that follow me
closed to death
Though nobody believes it
behind the significant blue
carelessly growing 
                                   a dry lake spins
Confirmed by the fish
                                          surfacing each night 
to play in the neighbor’s childless backyard
That cat its weepy embers
realizes we’re looking for the same thing
Some thread that isn’t light
in this arduous penumbra skein
now put to undoing

Even if it is a strand
                                      colored in logic
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to mend the sky
That cat its embered mirrors
won’t shatter my fish breath
At least the deer cut short by tonight
with moon from another world
and cold that makes sleeping creak
only its own shadow follows
And at the doorstep
                                      late getting there
to make sure it’s not left ajar
it ceremoniously eats 
the leftovers of your anguish

The night with birds that won’t let you sing
Those madmen who hide
                                                midday in their craws
and only quiet if the breeze goes out
The eloquent birds light has set fire to
The sunflowers fixed
                                       in the dry penumbra
cling to the yellow
stamen
              wound up by the moon
Higher than light
the moths make fun of everything
and though they know they’re dead with the day
they won’t stop stirring the shadow

The crow has perched
on the cedar branches
                                          that watch over your window
while other birds
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from color sing all their suffocation 
The tree trembles
                                 claws the bit of sky
quartered in roots
and turns shadowless
                                         at least breathing
I’ve been able to see it
with my son’s tattered eyes
Like a silver bullet shot in the night
against the lifted tail of a deer

Like the constellated 
deer rush fleeing through the sky
at each brilliance
On my unmoving horse
I flee from whatever isn’t penumbra
Gallop through the trees
                                               that don’t know what to do
with the sulfur frost spilled at their feet
In the saddle I discover
being what the forest thinks of itself
That rhyming animal
between lake and night
                                             what grace does it respond to?
I don’t know and nobody can tell me 

in this too clear world
A similar coherence
                                      frizzes up shadows
The water feels like raining
and it’s better to not forget
The raccoon stealing
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what nothingness offers
in the neighbor’s yard each night
The frogs and crickets observant
so nobody dries out the lake with their song
As it leaves its mine
the mole mixes
                             stone up with sun 
Watch out the night bites


